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JCC'S COMPLETE Regional Conference Of FHA DR. HUGH HOUSTON Annual Sunrise Service
Registrar Says 1432 Are AIR
NAMED ON STATE
MARKER JOB
April
8
And
9
Here
Scheduled
HEALTH COUNCIL Will Be Easter Morning
Enrolled For Spring Term AS FIRST PROJECT
Approximately 50 persons from , The program of events includes:
five states will meet at Murray 1
Tuesday. April 8
Xdvisory Group. To Johnson Services
National Hotel Is V State
College April 8 and 9 for , 9:00 a.m. Organization of meeting
Aid Hospitals And Are Held Satutday
Aid
To
Site Of New
the sub-regional meeting of the I 9:45 a.m. Discussion of procedure
.
for election of national officer,
eutre Homemakers of America,'
Health Legislation
Kentucky Aviation high school home economics organ- 1 10:15 a.m. Recess

Special Courses I W.E. Everett Dies
Sunday In Hazel
Offered For
Funeral services were held MonTeachers
day at Hazel for William Clarence

Rev. Jarman Is
Speaker On
Program

Last rites were conducted Satur14:30 a.m. Study of Guiding PrinDr. Hugh Houston, Murray, was day at the Max Churchill Funeral
Completion of its initial project, izat ion.
attaining.
underway
ciples,
Standards
for
meeting
will
get
The
Governor
by
Tuesday
named
Everett, 76, who died Sunday at the construction of an air market Tuesday at 9:00 a.m. at the organiand Guides for interpreting the Simeon Willis as a member of an Home for Miss Karlene Johnson,
Prominent on the schedule of
With 1432 studenis enrolled 'for the home of his son, Willie Thomas for Murray, was announced 'Tues48, who died Friday at her home on
Achievement
Degree
of
zation
meeting
in
the
college
home
advisory council to aid the state Welt Olive boulevard. The ser- Easter services in Murray, the anday by officers of the Murray
the spring session, Murray State's Everett in .Hazel.
1:30 p.m. Committee wprk
department.
Superviseconomics
board of health is promoting a vices were conducted by Rev. L. nual Sunrise Service will be held
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
enrollment is approximately 91 per
Everett was a member of the
who
1. Guiding Principles
health center and hespital program. J. Henson and Rev. Leslie Gilbert. at the Murray High School stadium
The marker, located on the roof ors from the various states
cent higher than was recorded for Baptist Church of Danville.
Program of work
the
high
school
2.
will
work
with
on Easter morning at 5:30 o'clock.
The council will work with the
of the National hotel, is' painted
a Corresponding period one year
achievement
3.
Degrees
of
Miss Johnson was a member of The service is sponsored by the
representatives
are:
Miss
Other survivors are a daughter, yellow. This color provides maxi- FHA
division of health, hospital ahd reago, when 749 were, on the roster.
achievement
4. Records of
Lillian Wicker, Hazel; four mum visibility from the...air-ACC Mary Belle Vaughn, state advisor
lated services which the, chief ex- the Locust Grove Baptist Church. Murray Ministerial Association,
President Woods announced to- Jessie,
Survivors include her mother,
The Reverend Robert E. Jarman,
sisters, Lillian Bennett, and Mary representatiyes. said. The project of FHA, KentuckY: Miss Hazel - 3:00 p.m. Recess
ecutive authorized last February
day that the college would hold
of 'Cave City, and congests of the word "Murray" in Haskett state advisor of FHA, II- 3:15 p.m. Committee reports and 20 as a unit under Dr. P. E. BlaCk- Mrs. Florence Johnson; two sisters, pastor of the Murray First Chrisa mid-term enrollment, designed Everett. both
discussion.
Mrs. Denny Smith, Murray, Route tian Church will be the speaker
Everett and Mrs. Jimmie 10 foot high block letters and the"
u's• Miss Mary Lee Hurt, state
erby, state health commissioner.
especially for teachers, beginning Anna
Wednesday, April 9
McDaniel, Benton; one brother, latitude and longitude in seven advisor of FHA, Michigan; Miss
That division was approved on 6, and Miss Mayrell Johnson, for the occasion. His subject will
April 21. Double courses in the
Business session
Charlie Everett, Cave City, and foot block numbere--Arequest of the eTnited States Pub- Murray; and one brother Terrell be -He Is Alive." Rev. Jarman AL.
e
directional Marie Ringle, state advisor of FHA, !GOO a.m.
4eacising-or _reading. She _teeeehle_g_
Eieetioneef- nistionel---effieers- lie
grandchildren.
crieliteeMlnesteiral Assocl.
Servtee-foresucheaestate Jehneen, Tulsa_ Okla
pourilr
aTiti a part of fhe mark- ledieee, Di. Hazel IT. Pi ice, state
of arithmetic, and certain freshmen IWO2. Reports of national commit- agency. The governor announced
advisor of FHA. Ohio; and Miss
Pallbearers were Clifford Parket', ation here.
Burial was in Lassiter cemetery. er.
subject matter courses will be oftees
Mary Lois Williamson, state superProf. Richard F irrell, member
it had approval of Dr. Blackerby Hafford Parker, Thomas Parker,
a
fered for persons enrolling on this
Designed by J. B. Wathenelle of visor of the Home Economics As- 10:45 a.m. Recess
Johnnie Parker, Finis Outland and of the faculty at Murray State
and other state officials.
the
Aviation
date.
Operators Association sociation of Kentucky.
11:00 a.m. Continuation of -commitCollege, baritone, will be soloist irt
Among the duties of the division Bob McCuiston.
Announcement concerning the
of Kentucky, the marker conforms
tee reports
National figures who will be
a' special feature of the program
specific subject matter courses to be
to the standards of the Civil Aero- present include Miss Susa Bursan, 1:30 p.m. Plans for ratification of will be to report to the General
and Miss Charlottee Durkee, organAssembly and to promote necesnautics' Administration. , Painting regional supervisor .from Washingoffered will be sent to superinNational Constitution. Natrona! sary legislation for hospitals deemist; will play for the services.
was done by Charles Raines of ton, D. C., and
tendents and principals within a
Convention and evaluation of ed necessary by the state board Of
Miss Hazel Froust, i
In case of adverse weather, the
few days. During the first term
Raines Sign Service, Murray.
national advisor of
sub-regional meetings.
serviees will be conducted at the,
health.
Jointly financed by the state
of the summer school, methods
same hour in 'the high school audiProf. Auburn Wells Will
•
Other members of the council
aviation association and the Murand workshop courses, as well as
toleurn.
are Rev. Charles A. Towell, CovDeliver Address; Hurt To ray Junior Chamber of Commerce.
subject matter courses will be
The public is urged to be present
ington;
Ruskjer,
S.
A.
Fure.....ttui
the
marker
_marked
the
snide available for teachers, as well
Cererncusiea
Of
Be Master
for this inspiring progreain In celeDr. Luther Bath, Newport; Dr. Prentice Lassiter
completion of the first project unaS subject matter courses will be
bration of the resurrection of our
Clark Bailey, Harlan; Dean Thommade available for teachers. All
Says Word Received
Murray Cubs will hold their dertaken a few weeks ago by the
Lord. An estimated ,400 persons
as P. Cooper, Uniyeofty of Kencourses taught will apply on the Parents' Night Banquet at the Mur- newly organized Murray group.
To Continue._ Program
attended the services last year.
tucky;
Dr.
Clyde
Sa.
rks,
Ahland;
elementary
cerfor
offering.
requirements
The Lynn Grove PTA. will ders Day
ray High School tomorrew night
The March meeting was well at- Dr. Virgil Kinnaird, Lancaster; L.
.tific.ates
at 6 o'clock. Speaker for the event
close one of its most successful
Prentice leassiter, leierintendent
tended. Mrs. Reba 'Fain was in "C. Willis, state industrial rela- of Calloway county schools, said
Attendance Barn To Normal _
wiTlebe Prof Auburn Wells of the
years since its organization with an
tions
commissoner
and
J.
E.
StanSpring term enrollment was de- Murray College faculty.
charge of the program. Mrs. Fain
yesterday that he had received
The Purchase Shrine elub will April meeting on Wednesday, April had for the speaker. Rev. T. T. ford, St. Matthews
layed one day because of the inMax Hurt, Chamber'of Commerce
word from Mark Godman, director
hold
a
banquet, followed by a va- 9, at 230.
Crebtree, pastor of Salem Church.
fluenza epidemic Officials report, executive secretary, will be masof the division of supervision in
E. J. "Daddy" Trail. well known
riety show and dancing, at the
New officers will be elected and His talk was on "Being. Good
however, that practically all stu- ter of ceremonies.
the state educational system. that Thoroughbeed backer. and Jack
Hall hotel, Mayfield. on Friday, installed at this meeting.
Mothers."
dents and faculty have recovered
Manchesinclude
Roy
Guests will
authorization had been granted for "Hayrack" Haines, former star colfrom their illness and attendance ter, scout executive. dub backers, April 4.
Mrs. Ja7
nd
es
Much has been accomplished this ws
At thisoi
the continuation of school htrough legiate athlete here, have moved
i; normal.
Scoutmasters, parents, and others
meeting,Butterworth
year under the leadership of Mts.
the twelfth grade at New Concord, to their new building across from
The enrollment of 1432 represents interested in Murray Cub work.
Otis Workman as president. The Truman Young were chosen deleNew Concord was one of 18 Ordway Hall on Olive boulevard.
a slight decrease of seven pergroup had 75 paid members with a gates to the Spring Conference on
All parente are urged to attend as
Kentucky schools recently teeome
The business, known as the Colthe
all-time
high
of
cent usider
good attendance each month.
April 10 at Paducah.
projects completed by the Tubs will
Freshmen, Sophomore,*
mended of discontinuance ,by the lege Barber Shop, is now open in
1539 recorded for the previous be displayed and parents will be
The District Fall Conference met
The Health chairman is Mrs.
In Three Act Comedy
state board because of failure to its new location and will be open
quarter here. This number, how- afforded an opportunity to become
at Lynn Grove in October and was Paul Canter. A Summer Roundcomply with state standards. En- from nine until six on week days
At School Tomorrow
ever, will be augmented by the more familiar with the work done
an inspiration for the year's work. Up committee will conduct a health
rollment in the Concord school. and 8 until 9 on on Saturdays.
registration at mid-term and it by the Murray Cubs.
Daces Night was observed in Die= 1Frncet the school auditorium
James Says All Rural
The freshman reel, sophomore in4h ,schmal levet) is approximaigmay meek the record list *am 'Meets for the banquet inoy be obeedeser
with
ti
party
for
the
y
it
1
o'clock.
'Dr:
butContributions Not In;
Concord High ly 50 students. State requirement*
classes at New
April 21.
lies of PTA- members. A Christ- land will be present to examine School will present a three act call for a minimum of 60 in the
tained from Claude Miller
Time Limit Extended
mas tree was famished for adults the pre-school children and the comedy, "Mother-/n-Law Blues," high school classification.
Grover Wood James, campaign and children and after refresh- primary grades will entertain these at the school tomorrow night at
Godman said that "as director of
chairman of the Calloway County ments, a picture show was enjoy- pre-schoof childeen with a party.
7:30 o'clock.
the division of supervision I am
Mrs. Workman urges all memRed Cross Drive. said yesterday ed.
Cast in leading roles for the pre- advising you to continue to opeIn February, Founders Day was bers who can to be present for the
that the county group has reached
sentation, a high mark in the year's rate the New Concord High School "Blues On The Run" To
and
Faunlast
meeting,
April9.
observed
with
a
playette
conducted
All
Funeral, services were
a total collection of $4.
school activities, are Sue Stubble- through the twelfth grade next
Be Given Tomoreoli4—
Sunday afternoon at the Murray reports were not in, how er. he
field, Joe Pat Culeman, Polly All- year.'
First Christian Church for Mrs. said, and . more contributions are
Night At'High School
Special Choir And
britten, Rebecca Dunn, Eula
Lassiter had previously gone to
allie Holt. 86, who died early Sat- expectize especially from the rural
Rose. Darrel Mathis, Dorothy Ann Frankfort to present the case of
Soloist Included In
The seiner class at Murray High
urday morning at a Murray hos- areas.
Hendon, Jack*
,Winchester, J. T. the Calloway school and ask reEaster Service Here
School will present a three act
The quota set up for the 1947
pital. Rev. Robert E. Jarman ofValentine, FaTe Grogan. Sue Mo- tention in accredited rstanding. Obcomedy, "Blues On The Run." todrive. in Calloway county was
ficiated.
hundro and Sally Hart.
locally to the
board's morrow night at the school at 8
jections
The entire service Sunday mornCity Judge Hub Murrell reported
The entire action of the play recommendation were based on
Mrs. Holt died following an ill- $6.290.
ing at First Methodist Church will
o'clock.
Although the drive was sched- that nine drunks appeared before
takes place in the living room of pour transportation facilities' and
emphasize the Easter theme There ness of approximately eight days.
Myra. played by Edna McKeel,
uled to end on Monday, March 31, him this Week arid were fined
Calloway
of
Eastern
native
Dillon
home
in
an
was
a
the
She
inconvenience.
Students
at
Conlarge
music
by
the
be
special
will
is a vivacious senior who is happy
the Red Cross workers will con- $13_65 each.
entire
life
spent
her
having
resort
town.
County.
summer
MurMrs.
Cecil
Pepper,
Mr.
and
would
have
been
transferred
cord
chorus choir and Mr. Richard W.
of her coining gradeation but sad
as a member of the tinue with their project until April
ray. girl. March 30.
to' the school at Hazel. Farrell, choir director, will sing here. She
because her family and friends . are
IS, James stated, in order to wind-'
Church.
Christian
First
-The Holy City" by special request.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Collins, Hardin.
that unhappy: Sylvia Kane. played by
Lassiter': also announced
-late donations ,and tabuup
the
husband,
her
include
Survivors
The sermon by the minister. the
Route 1, boy. .March 30.
there will be a meeting of all Mary Martha Outland, is the zealDuncan Holt: one daughter, lating.
Rev. T H Mullins, Jr, will de- C
Calloway school teachers on Mon- ous mother who makes a desperate
and Mrs. Lee Griffin. MurMr.
one
Fla.;
Miami.
Dick,
Louise
velop the idea .of Easter, not only IVIrs.
day. April 7, at the court house. attempt to keep her family under
ray. twin girls, March 29.
as an event in history but an ex- son,.Felix Holt, Pen.ns Park. Pa:
Rev, H. P. Blankenship. pastor The meeting will start at 3:30 p.m. control; Charles Kane. played by
Roscoe
Feagin.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
four
and
and five grandchildren
perience in life today.
of the Kirksey Methodist Church,
Billy Rudolph, is a hard-working
•
Mrs. Era Roberts was reported Alm°, girl, April I.
great grandchildren.
following
the
announced
has
The Easter service at First Methobusinessman: Becky Kane, played
this
to be somewhat improved
Bruce
Joe
were
Pallbearers
Kimbro,
Raymond
and
Mrs.
Mr.
for
the
Easter
Services
schedule
of
dist Church is a Murray instituby Virginia Hays. is, an active
Thirty-six Murray businesses and morning at the Houston-McDevitt Paducah. daughter, Gladys Fay,
Wilson. Wendell Wilson, Dan Hart.
Kirksey Chew: _
tion of many years' standing and
young miss of i2 with a disturbing
that ,clinic from injuries recevied yes- March 9.
Robert Perry and Individuals have indicated
Hargis,
Frank
Carmel
Sunrliee sereice at Mt.
the public is cordially invited. Speknack for stirring up trouble; Hal
Honorary pall- stalling on Thursday. Apre ete and terday afternoon when she atCochran.
Jack
.
Mr. and Mrs.. Edmon Kimbres on Easter -marling; preaching at
cial seating will be arranged and
Brooks is „an amiable, good lookbearers were V. C. Stubblefield, continuing through the month of tempted to stop a runaway _truck Oak Ridge, Tenn., son, Edmon Coldwater 'at 9 a.m ; Kirksey, 11
Residents of the New Concord ing senior of 17 and Myra's boyeverything possible will be done
Hart., Elliott Wear. Dr. P. September, they will close each near Main and Secend streets.
George
Bradley, March 14.
a.m.; Coles Camp Ground at 2:30 community were entertained by friend, played by H. D. Murrell;
for theecomfort of those who atA. Hart, F. H. Graham, R. P Hole Thursday afternoon. The practice
Police officials said-Mrs. Roberts
tend
A Church Hour Nursery fur
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Suiter, p.m.; and ot Mt. Hebron -at 7:30 p.m. the Gospel Airs Quartet of May- Aunt Judith Redfield. played by
afternoon
on
Thursday
of
closing
FulMarvin
and
Miller
lane. Gregg
attempted to enter the cab of the
"Everyone is invited to attend field on Friday, March 28. at the Geneva Outland, is a determined
small children is conducted in. the
Mayfield, son, March -24. Mr. and
during the summer months has met 'truck when she not
it moving
Nursery Classroom, to make it ton
Mrs. John'Suiter are grandparents. these services-, Rev. Blankenship Concord Hiles School. A large outspoken woman of 50; Patricia
throughout.
the
favor
with
some
Burial was in Murray eiteeeerne
driverless Acievn Main street. Failsa. "and. let_ lie, etur.shiP Atigelled freeeeeeeleridestee4..p_regrame,ser
ee —easesieble for parent,. with smell
*M.-neate-Ooor,
ty.ing ess7- etesei-e-the truels. - sheWas
•
the Lord Jestis Christ which is sored by the Concoiel HomTmakers ed by
children to -attend- servieet -The tery
Glasgow; Janet Wayne,
throwb
off
when
the
runaway
veClub.
dead."
.
risen
from
the
e
staff bell be enlarged next Sunday
a pretty senior, is played by Carohicle
collided
witn
a
car
parked
morning.
lyn Vaughn; Bruce Howeid, a quiet
on Main street. The truck passand agreeable graduate Of 17, is
A feature of the service will be
ed
over
her
body,
aceording
to
the reception in church memberplayed by Jimmy Ramsey; Adam
Funeral services were held at
reports. 'The trlick allegedly beship of a class of boys and girls
Monroe Clay is played by Walter
Mt. Carmel Methodist Church Monlonged
to
Jesse
Garland,
county.
who have -been instructed by the
Shackaford; Miss Carson, the visitday for Mrs_ Gue Lamb, 52. who
Wee k.
Minister during
Holy
ing school nurse, is played by Ledied, at her home near Murray
Through a
program of personal
tricia Outland,
State College last Saturday. The
evangelism, 72 members have been
services were conducted by Rev
added to the church during the last
C. C. Clemens, Rev, Clarence Smith
,16 Sundays and others are being
and Rev. Lloyd Wilson.
Cross:. "Forgiveness": Rev. ,T. H.
received each' Sunday.
Mrs. Lamb was a member of the
,.
Mullins.
Ceei4 Thurmond, secretary of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
12:30 The Second 'wore: "Authe Outland Loose Leaf Floor, an- Presbyterian Church.
Funeral services were conducted
thority", Rev. William McKinney.
nounced this morning teat in two
at the Max Churchill Funeral
Harry Lee Waterfield, former
Survivors inclede her husbend;
12:55 Thee Third Word: "Rememsales held here on the dark fised her father. John M. Youngblood,
Home yesterday for Mrs. Sular F.
Murrayan; candidate for the Demobrance", Miss Ella Weihing.
Suiter, 49, who died at the home
The annual Western Kentucky market' during, th# past week the Hardin; five daughters, Mrs. Eve1:20 The Fourth Word: "Submis- cratic nomination fot governor of
Directors of the. down town of her daughter. Mrs Henry Rog- High School Music Festival will be growers were paid $71e13.54 by
Kentucky, announced last night the
sion". Rev. Robert A. Jarman..
lyn Jones, Highland Park, Mich.,
branch of the 'regional library re- ers. in Muerly last Tuesday. Rev. held at Murray State College on buyers and the cooperative for
p45,The Fifth Word: "Suffering", selection of Ben Kilgore of FrankMrs. Genella Miller. Murray, Mrs.
three-hour
4,
a
April
Friday,
On
vealed yesterday that the library M M Hampton. Rev. H. A. West April 4 and 5. college officials an- 307.175 pounds of leaf. Averoge
lin as his campaign manager.
Ila Kuykendall, South Charleston. service from 12 to 3 p.m. will mark Rev. Chas. A. Riggs.
service will be discontinued on and Rev. D. W. Billington offici- nounced this week
for the two sales was $23.16.
Waterfield also announced that
W. Va . Mrs. Vivian Herndon and the significance of Good Friday
2:10 The Sixth Word: "Victory",
April 15 Funds'for the operation ated
The purpose of the Music Festihe had opened state campaign
The season's total on the Mur- Mrs. Margaret Cavitt, Murray; two Business and professional men 'tend Mr. Bradley Kaufman. .
of the library were gescontinued.
in
interest
create
an
val
is
to
ray market, he stated, was 13.628.- sons, Ian, Rosiclare, Ill., and women of Murray have agreed to
,a member of the
Mrs. Suiter was
2:35 The Seventh Word: "Confi- headquarters at the Seelbach hotel,
they said.
music among high school students 435 pounds of tobacco sold for $3,- Charles, Murray; four sisters, Mrs,
Louisville.
Memorial Baptist Church.
close their doors from 2 to 3 pm. dence" Rev. Samuel G. McKee.
Directors if the library, which
better
become
them
and to help
In announcing his selection of a
197,868.68.
Average for the sea- Tempie Mum Amarillo, Texas, thus encouraging attendance upon
In each interval there will be
Survivors include her husbank
distributed from 1500 to 4200 books
music.
performers and students of
son is $23.46.
manager. Waterfield said Kilgore's
Miss Eunice Youngblood, Hardin. the last hour of the service, which hymns and periods oi prayer.
a- daughter,
monthly eire.Buren Jeffrey. Mrs. A. Tebe Suiter,
Schoote who have entered to date
There will lk three solos, Dur- "principles of good government
Murray flooes will conduct sales Mrs. Elphie Free, Benton, and Mrs. will be held in the First MethoOina Rogers. Murray: a son,
B.
Austin,
Waylon
Rayburn,
include
Murray High, Murray
ing the Second Word. sMiss Ola parallel my own."
Vera Darnell. Paducah: two broth- dist Church.
sisters,
today
and
an
increase
in
two
activity
Chicago;
Suiter,
Callie
Mrs. Johnnie Walker and Mrs.
Waining, Tilghman of Saducah,
Kilgore, former executive secThe three hours have been di- Mae Cathey will sing, "I'd Rather
Mrs. Lillie McClure, Paris, Tenn.. Trtgg County, Fulgham, Hazel. New on all 'floors is expected by tobac- ers, Harvey Youngblood, Mayfield,
Fred Hale,
During the Fifth retary of the Kentucky Farm Buconists. Floors were reported to and Becham Youngblood, Detroit; vided into approximately 25 min- Have Jesus".
and Mrs. Connie Steton, Chicago;
d Lynn GroveOf
ute Periods. An organ interlude Word, Paul Trovillion will sing. reau Federation, was a candidate
i one brother. Odie Hale, Murray; ficials said others were expected to be heavily loaded with leaf early and six grandchildren.
this morning in expectation of a
'
will make it possible for-worship During the Seven-Tr Word. Miss Pa- for the Demecratic nomination for
Gibbs.
and six grandchildren.
Pallbearers
were
Virgil
send contestants,
brisk
sale.
pens to enter or leave the church tricia Croghan Will sing, "Were governor in 1943 and Waterfield
Cunningham,
Wells.
Paul.
Glyco
Pall bearers were Elroy Suiter,
In the festival, participants who
served as his campaign manager.
Roy Grahame Max Hirt and W. E. during these Ihtervals without dis- You ThererLeon, Sutter, Raymond Crawford. receive "superior" will be allowed
In recent years Kilgore has servMiss Durkee will play the organ
turbing the service. The program
Clark.
Adams
Hatton
Berkeen,
Edison
Festival.
the
State
participate
in
to
„Last rites were conducted SunFlower `girls were Jean Gibbs, with the approximate time sched- during the first half of the ser- ed_ cis assistant general manager of
Honorary lf • 'there is only one "superior"
Adams.
Milburn
and
day at Hazel for Mary Warren, 86,
vice and Mrs., Rithacd Farrell will the Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco
EtiCta Nell Boggess, Janice Clop- ule follows:
Givens, awgrded, the highest ranking "exwere Sam
who died Saturday at Hopkinsville. pallbearers
- 11:55 a.m. Organ Prelude, Miss continue through the latter half of Growers' Association. Waterfield
Dunn, cellent- may participate. In. case
services were held for ton, Sylva Nell Carroll, Frances
Prentice
,
Funeral
Givens,
Fouch
Rev John B Underwood officiated.
the service and will play the Post- said Kilgore 'Was resigning that
Wilkerson there are neither "superiors- nor Patty Jade Caraway, infant daugh- Horton, Maxine Horton, Marion Charlotte Durkee.
;Survivors include „diwo uncles, Charley Rose, Norbet
post May 1 and 'would assume acand'Invoca- Kele ar3:00 o'clock.
Worship
12:00
Call
to
Charlet
Nanny.
Copeland
and
Mrs.
Pat
W.Carater
of
Mr
and
Mirs
Waterfield.
Burnett
and
highevent,
the
"excellents" in an
fink Dunn, Hazel, and Jim Dunn.
The entire community is invited tive management of 'the campaign
T.
H.
Mullins,
Jr.
eon,
Rev.
Carmel
cemeBttilal
wis
in
Mt.
way,
Hazel,
at
South
Pleessint
Burial was in Murray city ceme- est ranking performer in the event
Tennessee.
on the same date.'
12:05 The First "Ward". on flie to be present.
•
tery.
may participate ill the state meet. Grove Saturday.
Burial was in'Hazel cemetery. tery.
• .•
•

Ham-

CUB BANQUET IS
TOMORROW NIGHT

CONCORD SCHOOL
GETS STATE OK

Lynn Grove P.T.A. Organization Will
Close One Of Its Most Successful Years

To Meet In Mayfield

Trail, Haines Open
In New Location

CONCORD SCHOOL
PLAY IS FRIDAY

RED CROSS DRIVE
AT $4150 MARK

Held For
METHODIST cHURCH Services
Mrs. Sallie Holt
TO STRESS EASTER

MURRAY SENI-016
TO PRESENT PLAY

i
k

Weekly Report of
Police Court

Mrs. Era Roberts
Injured By 'Pruck;-..
Murray Stores Will Reported- Improving
Close On Thursday/

Easter Services To
Be Held at Kirksey

Concord, Group
Sponsors Program

Music Festival Scheduled
For April 4-5 At College
Mrs. Sular F. Suiter
Is Claimed By Death

Murray Library Will
Close On April'15

Warren Last. Rites ti
Conducted In Hazel

Leaf Average Here
Is $23.16; Sales To
Be Resumed Today

Betty

Community Good Friday
Service To Be Conducted
Firms Will Close
, For One
Hour

Services Held For
Caraway Infant Girl-.

MP.-,•••••.11•=10

sr

College Is Host
To Regional
Musicians •

Mrs. Gus Lamb-Rites
Are Conducted'yere

Oe•••

-......•••••••••=.7•1•1P-

•

„
4

COPY FADED

ss ti.4

Ben Kilgore Named
State Manager By
Harry L.-Waterfield

•

5.

.
a.

THUI

.better at this writing.
- Mrs Nina Cj-uus is reported as
being ill. Wi 11, we sure luve hid two
Mrs. Jaanita Knight spent Sunpretty days.
'day with her mother, Mrs J B.
Theresa atilt lots 4,4 s'eloa'as..
Mrs. Inis Falwell has been under Gri
the weather for a fe.w days' 1)41 „ Miss Buton Kethren and Miss

Smith Murray
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served a very definite need in the
Green were guests of Mrs. Jaunita•
community by distributing from
Knight Sunday afternoon.
books monthly. It is
We, the Board of Directors of 1500 to 2200
Mrs. Becky Quartermous and
hoped that at an .early date
the downetown branch of the re- to be
daughter. Carol, spent Saturd.i)
demand for this service will
gional library. regret to announce the
night and Sunday with her sister.
discontinuation result in its restoration.
the
of
because
that
Mra Fannie Adkins.
Mr. Buron Jeffrey
of funds, the Library will close
The eighth grade from Murray
S. V. Fey
Mrs. A. 13. Austin
April 15. All 'persons who have
high school visited the Art Shup
them
7 Mr. Waylon Rayburn
More interest is shown in stfaw- liooks are requested to return
on the Paris. *highway MoriclaYa
Mrs. Johnnie Walker
berries this spring as more plants before that date.
morniny
.
Coach John Miller has named II
Mrst. Fred Hale
We feel that „ the Library has
are being ordered for transplantToad lir.rwin made Is flying tripA players as-. tette:filen for the 1946Tennessee
thousand
Ten
log.
from .Tampa. Fla., air a few
Murray !
Beauties have been ordered from
things. He and his wife are work- 47 basketball season at
State College,
the County Agent and diatributed
ing in that city.
Thoroughbreds reoeiVini the let- 1
Several have
over the county.
Was sorry ID read of Mrs. Clinton
Tennessee
used Blakemore and
Edwards' father being ill. Hope he ters include Captain Johnny ReaDorothy Sue Smith,
gan. Bismarck, Mo ; Willard ElShipper while the Tennessee Beausoon CeCOVerb.
Virginia Selph Get
ty is a new variety that is creating
Next Friday is Good Friday. lison. Corbin; Jimmy Frank, BarCaleDegrees At Memphis
Loughary.
Harold
THE SHOE WITH THE illAUTIFUL Fir
quite a sensStion among strawberry
Guess lata-nt folks will plant gar- tow;
growers.
-dens and • hope the seeds sprout donia. Mo : Harry McGrath. Pontiac, Mick.; Herman Oldham, Louts;. • Memphis. Term.-Receiving de
right.
The County is to have a Corn
Glen Oxford. Cave-in-Rock, grees at the commencement exer- Deaby this year. A corn committee
-Mr. Watson. who lives on the corat
the
cises
University
of
Tennes-ner of Twelfth and Sycamore. has HI.: Jim • Pearce. Metropolis. Ill.;
the County Agents' Office
'seeat eur
mio
lpshin
s se
on March
aarcnhd 240
D. rwo"teh;r met in
Phillips, Brookport,
bulit sonic new concrete Walks and Odell
and made plans for the -contest.
Virginia
Charles Snow, Flat River, .Mo.;
steps.
junior, is
Sue Smith. both of Calkiway coun- Any farhier, adult or
.It is reported that our Dixie Do- and Rex Alexander, Ilslay.
eligible to enroll in the County
nut garmarried Cletus Colson. We
With the exception of Ellison. a tY'
Corn Derby. Enrollment must be
Virgina
i Selph is the daughter of
are wishing them good luck and senibr, all- lettermen *ill return
made before corn is planted. Also
Raymond
H.
Wilson,
Hazel,
Route
happiness.
next season. Zadia Herrold, fresh.
attractive buttons will be given to
and
a
graduate
of
Fturyear
high
Mrs. J. A. Woodall from ,Clear- man sensation in 1943-40, has reany fainaer making 73 bushels or
water, .Fla., spent Thursday night enrolled for the spring tluarter and echoer. She is a Magner student at more Per acre. There ae six steps
Murray
State
College.
with her mother-in-law. She bas will be available next season. Herr
that will help in producing high
Miss Smith is the daughter of yields of corn:
been in Paducah with her mother raid entered the service shortly
and sister who are- both ill. While after being named All-KIAC in the Mr. and Mrs. Guy Smith. Alm°.
1. Select fertile land (select suithere she visited with her husband's tournament held in Louisville 'in and a • graduate of Alma high able land, lime preferred, cover
. tmerraajschool in 1942.
aunt and quick., Mr. and Mrs. Law- February, 1946.
crops desirable).
Caach-Mtlier-stnteri-that
2. conserve Moisture thy terracMrs. Codie -Russell attended a practice would begin .next week
lite, contouring and proper tillage).
funeral an Mayfield Tuesday of last for all players not engaging in
3. Supply abundant foods of the
week..
spring football practice or:varsity
kind needed 13-9-6 or 4-12-8 ferMrs.
Millard
Graham
has
return
.
Mr..anctiars•
*
tili eraand manure).
her mother's Saturday night and outs for graduating high school
4. Prepare. good seed bed' an
junday. They gave her a birthday basketeers will start sometime in at the Clinic Hospital.
use shallow cultivation.
'Mrs.
dinner in Paducah,Amos
Burks
and
daughter
early April
5. Use adapted hybrid seed.
were out last weekend after havEaster will, soon. be here. Sure
6. Plant for a heavy stand (rows
The complete
ing been confined at home for a
aope it is a pretty day so everyone
should not be over 40 inches
-47 season follows:
week with flu.
go Easter egg hunting, especialwide, and 15 to 18 inches apart in
Seers
Murray Opp.
Date
the little children.
Mrs. Noble Hopkins and children the row and fertilizer heavy').
People sure are enjoying this Nov. 26-86 C., Campbell-18
are out after a siege of flu.
This wall-toed
Any farmer may enroll at the
.ce day.
The cars go by any Dec. 3-67 Arkansas St.-26
4
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Donelson re- County Agents' office now.
-43
Delta
State
Dec
5-55
suit shoe,
the
perfect
calf
pump
is
ahere from six to 20 in a line at
turned home the first of the week
Dec. 10-41_5E.:Missouri-47
::e time. I sure erify them.
sole and
with
its
new
stand-out
from a visit with their daughter tainment The admission will be
Burley- Schroader is visiting his Dec. 11-49 Texas A & M-46
and family in Detroit
All-Stars-37
cents.
•
Dec.
13-35
Ark.
thirty
and
sixty
•
dressmaker bow.
..nts.aars. Luther Clark and Leila
Mr. Amos Burk went to Fort
The Mether'S" Club is having an
ahis Dv:. 14-159 Arkansas St.-43
;
4
Worth.
Texas.
twu
weeka
Louisville
-45
_agoon
Easter -program on Friday afteKarst trip there and he reports he Dec. 18--..1:1
a pleasure trip.
Dec 20-59 Marshall-88
noon, April 4. at 1:00 o'clock in
- having a good time.
Visitors in the home of Mr. Genie the primary room.
Edgar Woodaal is still in Florida Jan 4-66 Evansville-48
Gilbert last Sapidity were Mr and
ad" says he is 'all right and doing Jan. 9-52 E. Kentucky-57
Ahead
Mrs.
- ...Et.s- - -,..wd.
, --ea-.
Tema. and Mr. and Mts. Lawrence
Charlie Hatchett has anew meat Jan. 1P-47 DePaul-50 •
The Harland county Planning
Delia State
Jan.
SIIIi-ift and son. Tommie. of Paducah. Committee estimates that 260.000
utter. Rue
Eastern
Ky
-43
Jan.
20-45
Mr.
and
Mrs. Dan Jones and bushels of corn were produced in
You folks should drive out the
dhildren of Fulton were guests o that county last year, or twice as
Hazel highway. ju4 past Four Jan.' -66 Evansville-44
Phone 106-W
West Side Of Square
Tech--58
Jan.
25-47
Tennessee
Mr Jones' sister. Mrs. Goebel Rob- much as 10 years ago
Brothers Service Station and see
Jan
28-51
Louisville-56•
er's. . last Suriday. . Visitors in the
'.e pretty rock house on the left
-om.•
•ra•woo.
imi••••*ow•••*••••••4•••*••
afternoon in the Roberts home
_aing out of town. . Also don't fail Feb. '1-32 Western Ky.-66
3-66 Morehead-All _
%seri Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Roberts;
and Mr. and Mrs_ lieVa Waters of
ick home neat to the rock dwell- teb. 8-47 Western Ky.-54
Feb: 11-51 S.E. Missouri-53
Murray. at,
- ' Res7-.;-E, AV,•Maxeclorrof dletson.
S-lily,' lots of friends in Murray Feb. 15-48 Tennessee Tech-42
•
Tenn. was dinner guest, at Met and
a.,turday afternoon that I -had not Feb. 20-39 Union-31
F. 21-50 Eastern Ky.-59
Mrs. Elrnus Trevathan last Thurs,aeen f.. neite-eisialailee-era
day.
,wait •de).4-rtime •
news is abort. I will'
W Wood came in a week
aid see what Will happen by next Murray Victories'
Murray Losses
octi stg,114/
"
iiii/a4ties?
6 from Detroit and brought Pus
.seiit.-Blue Eye•I
..tber. Harvey - Wood.. a new pick
.p truck and returned to Detroit
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
he next day
.

Names Lettermen
or 1946-47 Cage Season

NOTICE

TIMELY TOPICS
From The County
Agent

Miller

•

GRADUATES TWO FROM HERE

=WIZ

CALF

takes to Suits

PAINTS BY

VANE-CALVERT
Oldest Mixed Paint House

in America

FLINT NEWS

.•

A COMPLETE- STOCK
F

PAINTS - WALLPAPER
WINDOW and AUTO GLASS
•

•

$9.95

PLATE GLASS
and
STORE FRONT METAL
•
VENETIAN BLINDS

fahaa.

Comb
teaust criser

—Adams' Shoe Store

V-49

/CcSE PA/
41
1.

4:.:G.
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$041

A.A.A. NOTES
BY'Q

ATTENTION
FARMERS
To Attend.The
Make Your Plans
_
-

'THUR.
APRIL

MEETING AT MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
APRIL 4, at 7:30 P. M.

1

COSMETICS

FINE

our cosmetics department to help YOU with your beauty problems, this beauty consultant is here primarily in a professional capacity,
in

not just to sell cosmetics. Ask her to prepare for you a personal analysis chart, adapting scientific beauty care to your skin. No obligation.

RELK

Junior chea is sponsoring this program and the proceeds Will be
used' to _carry the Seniors on the trip. Conic and enjoy the enter-

NEW, CONVENIENT, MODERN"
••••••.110**Ii•V *1=1**GEV•••••••••••••Mv••••.,•••=v••••••••••
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ICI NISos.
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FOLLOW
THE

CIRCUS
WORLD'S
NEWES'T I
WORLD'S
FINEST
BIG SHOW

ANYONE OWNING MILK CATTLE SHOULD__
ATTEND THIS MEETING

EASTER PARADE
FOR A DELICIOUS

6 ARENAS

•

USED FOR
ITS 1000
WONDERS

DINNER'

— SETHI —81101E11— TNAII
AM

This advertisement contributed in the interest of better cattle
for Calloway County

SCLIPSIN• IIPOCN

IN

TNE

WORLD'S GREATEST
AMUSINIEIYT INSTITUTION
600 PEOPLE ISO ^RINK STARS
—150 WILD ANI.
MALS - IN GREAT
IS CONTINENT

-By The

SANK of. MURRAY
dro

Seouty Consultant from

V

•

•

ottt- 5eauly 2ueiiions_c7lits were'

19,•••••IM..MIM.41•1,4■•••••••000.M•••4•••••••••=

At which time.you can .gain valuable information
on just how to increase your income on dairy cattle and
how the program on -artificial inseminatton -of cattle is
carried nut,

Care of You

-

'S4aav
;

7j

MURRAY

AND OTHER CATTLE OWNERS

Big Enough to Take

i

0/1)
,,

vtoc.t9.

Come to Almo on Friday evening.
producers in the county have signApril 4. at 7:30_ p.m. and be enterfarm plans. We are
ed their 1947
.
tained by the, freshman class, who
urging all producers to sign as
will - .present 'The Red-Headed
In the past.
early as possible.
Stepchild'. by Charles eGorge.•
contacted
at
your
you have been
sponsored by Mrs. Estelle Outland.
hbrne early In the spring forthRI
The play Is characterized
by
inforrnetion but it is now being
Wanda Burks as Mrs. Edith Rustaken in The County Office.
sell, Martha Ann Linn as Mrs. OliWe are now, taking time orders ver Waodruff. Nita Jane Allen as
qd it yi,u wish to get . your lime Mrs.. Emory Scott,
Jue7. Henderson
,LirS, in'the spring you should'as Briggs. Juanita Cope 2S - tuela
•me for your order now. The Russell. Franklin Jones as
Dndly
1 aail Improvement Association takes Russell, Junior Cleaver as Richard
-iirelof the' hauling and they have Russell. Mary Katharine Smith
aks
'Tucks
equipped with spreaders. Elizabeth Russell, Charles Starks as
! There is still no. prospect 'ef any George Garrison. Betty
Jean -Starks
ahosphate until later in the year.
is Ethel Ashely. Enple Buakeen
,s Lucille Ctiriity. Jacqpisbne Lew- i
. ps Flora Farnum: This play, is
one that will be enjoyed by all.
Admission will be fifteen and ,
*wenty-five cents.
The Gospelaires Quartet will be
here on Tuesday night. April 8, at
ONE DAY ONLY
7:30 for a ful levening of whole-4
some entertainment which will be

•

4
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• Small Enough to Be Aware of You
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of Commerce, Gainesville, Fla.,
Gwynn Edmonds: national. vicepresident, Huntington, W. Va., John
Ben Sheppard, national vice-president, Gladewater, Tex.. Jack Reich.
national vice-president. Indianapolis, and Dee Coe, president of the
Indiana' Jaycees.
The awards list has been expanded this year, with many beautiful plaques, trophies, scrolls and
pins to be presented. Three outstanding young men of the state
are to be named at the 'convention.
The Henry Clay Hotel will be
convention headquarters, and on
Friday night. April. 25; the Jaycees
will observe Stag Night, with Mike

/
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USE OUR

STEAM CURED
LABORATORY TESTED

LIMES-T-0N E

CONCRETE

BLOCKS
When you build... .
BUILD WITH THE BEST

WE DELIVER
•

CO it atoll i
Elea riltal
Mr.rs.-• :Ill ISO IMO SO MO

1•610
ammo
11
40
1111,-iO
Ere.
Itifil
ram
-CONCRETE PRO UC
.
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East Highway

Vice-President
Of Tr -Sigma

MAY WE HELP?

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME .

4ta404.,.
.
4

Dependable Quality

lop
ill BO
iUUl

for treat- Millie Riley.
Jela Riley hos .had mump; !re- the hospital last week
and children of Paducah spent last
ment.
Miss Hilda Mae Rule* of MurTuesday with Mr. arid Mrs. Urey cently.
is unable to work' this week
ray
spent
Pryorsburg
P.
Bridges'of
L.
anJoseph
Houser.
.Mr. and Mrs. Wavil
is at the home' of her parents,
and
MarMrs.
mother,
his
and
with
Wicker
Sunday
on
Mrs.
Charlie
son
and
Mr.
' Carl Edwards. has- .been called nounce the arrival of a
Mrs. Rufus Rule.
and
Mr.
of
Jackson,
Bridges.
Dolores,.
tha
daughter,
to work with the Murray Manu- March 27.
Mrs. Margie Rule is on the sick
Mr. and Mrs. Csirlos Alexander
Tenn.. spent Sunday with Mr. and I
Wendell, little son of Mr. and.
facturing company.
Mrs. Jack Key. They drove in
Prather, was carried to spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. list.
Dorys Edwards. who has had flu Mrs. Robie
for their breakfast Sunday morning
and then suffered a relapse, is able
at 6 o'clock.
to return to school after nearly a
and
Orr
Glynn
,
Mrs..
and
Mr.
month's absence.
Gela,
and
Morris
Glynn.
children.
Mrs. Martha Bridges and Mr;
Mrs.
and
Mr.
spent Sunday with
Eula Riley are on the sick list.
in
Rudolph Key. Other visitors
Mrs. A. B. Wyatt and children.
It is our desire to so serve a family in their hour of sorrow
the afternoon were Mr. and Mrs.
MTgdalene and Wesley, visite{
Oman Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
we may earn their lasting appreciation and friendship.
that
Mrs. Christine Wyatt and children;
Key, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wicker,
who are on the sick list, Tuesday.
Dolores Wicker and Mrs. Nanie
When the time comes that you need the services of a Funeral
Mrs. Nora Chambers, who has
Paschall,
Director, let us help YOU.
been on the sick list, is improved
Dorothy Love Key has been absisvisit
her,
'to
was
able
and
some
I
weeks
sent from school about three
MAX CHURCHILL
ter, Mrs. Martha Bridges, on Tuesbecause of illness with flu arid maday.
laria. She is some better at thisi
It is reported.that Andy Cox is
writing.
'Tender care and personarattention in every case.
quite sick at the home of his son,
improving
is
Miss Zipora Morris
LADY ASSISTANT
Route
Farmington,
Eulys Cox. of
and able to sit .up some after be2.
since
ing confined to her be
Mr. and Mrs. Elvice Wilson visitChristmas.
ed Uncle Joe Harrell Saturday
Mrs. Adolphus Paschall is. ill
afternoon. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
with mumps.
Crouch and Mr.aand Mrs. Kermit
"The Friendly Funeral Home"
Mrs. Eunice Stewart and Mrs.
Turner called on Mr. Harrel/ Sun.Miss Naomi Lee Whitnell
Carleen Paschall visited Mr. and
MEMBER OF
day afternoon.
Zipora
Mrs. Terry Morris and
•
Phc.ne 98
Lyda Grey Houser was removed
Thursday afternoon.
night.
Ambulance
tto the Mayfield hospital for treatns
*Jenki
Morris
and Elm
,
Mrs.
Fifth
Mr. and
Mr. Arlin Paschall 'visited Mr. ment on Friday and Monday.
visited Mr. and Mrs. George Jenk- and Mrs. Elisha Orr Sunday afterService
Murray, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt and
ins over the weekend.
noon.
Mrs. Christine Wyatt Lnd two chilMr. and Mrs. Etmer Paschall
Mr. and Mrs. Coyn Nance visited dren, Carolyn and Maybelle, were
IS =IRVING NATION-W I DI
Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall Sun- in Paducah Friday,
Sunday afternoon.
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr visited
Billy Nance was in Hazel SaturMr. and Mrs. George Jenkins and day to see Dr. Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris WednesMrs. Bertie Jenkins and Mrs,
day nigh..
Oman Paschall visited-Mrs. LenMr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and nie_Joirits..Saturday afternoon, who
daughter and 'Mr.- bh d
is ill with flu.
Fletcher vi,ifect Mr and. Mrs. Car-aus....._Xlizaar_Paschall visited Mrs.
.
Sunday.
not Boyd
Rudolph Key Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Lona Nance visited . Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris visitand Mrs. Robert Harding over the ed Mrs. Rudolph Key and daughweek-end.
ter Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Holice Grooms visited Mrs
Dr. Bert Paschall called to see
Nante Paschall Monday afternoon Mrs. Dock Paschall and Dorothy
Sylvia Kuykendall visited Mr. Love Rey, Monday.
and Mrs. Tellus Orr Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Oman Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas VanMetzler and J. Fred Miller in dyke Thursday afternoon.
In your Easter bonnet (selected frojn our breathMrs. Bernice Rainey, Mrs. Kathcharge of the arrangements.
taking group) you'll be the belle" 61 the Easter
Special social functions will be erene Holley. Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
held fqr -entertainment -of-tive ateivais- meniirs--tuut eluktrea. Mr. and Mrs.
parade. Be-flowered, be-ribboned, be-veiled'
of the visiting Jaycees. Mrs. Fred Morris Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and
Jenkins
committee
George
the
of
'chairman
is
Rule
. . . . large brims, small brims, no brims at all,
in charge of arrangernents and Glynn Orr and children visited
Sunday
Morris
Terry
Mrs.
Mrs.
5e
and
will
Mr.
on her committee
but all of them beauties, all of them the ultimajte
Charles Ko5P.-Mrs7 Preston Star- aftermion.
Harding ,spent
_MMildred
ens, Mrs. Carl_Miller. Mrs. _Mason
in new flattery. Choose yours today.
Johnson, Mrs. Harold Miller, and Monday with . Mrs. Pauline Boyd.
Peggy Jones was the guest of
Mrs_ Joe Garvey. .
A dance Will be held on the night Gwinnavee Morris Saturday night.
of April 26. with music to be furnished by Guy McComas Orchestra from Huntington. W. Va.
Paul Abell, stale president, will
be in charge of all business sessions. Abell announced upon his
Formulation of,a Murray unit of
visit to Ashland last week. that the "Welcome Wagon Service Com1947 convention will be a stream- pany. Inc ." was announced here
lined affair, and all reports and" yesterday. Mrs. 'Mamie R. Pattertalks will be limited.
son will direct the Murray branch.the announcement said.
Welcome Wagon, now operating
in 800 citiee In the Unitel States
and Canada. is sponsored by lotail merchants as a means of bringing the attention of newly arrived
residents to the advantages of the
local community.
Mrs. Patterson will call on ntwly married housekeeper* parents
newly born children,. etc., with a
e
Hats
special -shower" on behalf of
the sponsoring merchants. The
movement was organized by Thomas W. Briggs in Memphis, Tenn.,-in
1928.
Twelve Murray merchants have
'become affiliated with the organization to date, the announcement
said.

North Fork News

STATE JAYCEE CONVENTION
WILL BE HELD IN ASHLAND
ASHLAND, Ky.—Delegates from
eacp of the 23 chapters in Kentucky have made reservations for
the ,State Convention of the Junior
Chamber of Commerce in Ashland
April 25, 26, and 27. it was announced today by Charles KOpp,
local vice-president.
More than 300 Jaycees from over
the state are expected to attend.
chartered Mises already having
been contracted for by a number
of the chapters. There are more
than 2,000 Jaycees in Kentuqty.
Among the features of the convention will be addresses by Sedon Waldo, national president of
the United States Junior Chamber
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Welcome Wagon Unit
Is tstablished Here

tO •04r4 ISO

Murray, Ky.

Phone 324
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And too we have Suits, Dresses, and a complete
line of all accessories to give you tilat
Easter look

PACKARD

HUDSON

kirksey Route 2

LONGER LIFE FOR YOUR CAR DEPENDS ON
THE KIND OF SERVICE IT GETS
We are car. conservation

specialists

your car in

equipped to keep

tune

The widesspread epidemic of influenza has attacked almost every
family in this neighborhood and
there is still much sickness.
Mr. Hiram Riley. who. is about 89
years of age has been quite ill but
is reported to be improving now.
Mr. Bill Byerley as had an attack of pneumonia, but is improving now.
Uncle Joe Harrell remains quite
ill .at his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Norva Riley of
Gobo have purchased.--a home in
Maffield and*are moving to'it.
Eacyie. Chambers and Mr. and
Mr. Urey Houser and children.
Jewel, Edward, Lyda Grey and
Gerald David spent last Saturday
night and Sunday with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Nousdon, and .other relatives near Paducah. They attended a household
shower given in honor of Mrs.
Houser's sister, Ruth, who was recently married.
Mrs. Sarah Hartison of Gravy
county is. with her br.o4tier, W. .1
Harrell. who is ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Housdi.1

Costume Jewelry

Rags
4.11.

for smooth driving.
DRIVE IN TODAY FOR A
CHECK-UP

.f.

Delay Will Shorten the Life
of Your Car

DUBLIN & DENTON

may get wanted relief
from functional periodic pain
Cardul is a liquid medicine which
many women say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and nervous strain of functional periodic
*eine& Here• how lt may help:
4 Taken like a tonle.
as It ahould stimulate
•ppetite. aid dipstion.• thus help build resistance for the -time"
to come.
Started 3 days be
lore ' your time", it
should help relieve
pain due to purely functional periodic cause/.
Try Cardul. If It helm, you'll
you did.
glad
be

I I,

Shoes

2

Telephone 500

Seventh and Maple

.5 •

How women and girls

Littleton's

•
ts.

'7 •
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record changer

S
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,
'
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Mrs F. e

SUPPLYy

MONUMENTS

- -To

DO YOU NEED SCREENS?

't

EASTER
DANCE
Friday Night
April 4

"Weather-Vane" Interchangeable

LEGION GYM

Screen and Storm Windows
and Doors Now

Mayfield, Ky.

•

•

•

LAUSON SPORT KING OUTBOARD MOTORS.4 cycle, air
S119.50
cooled
FALL CITY MINNOW
'BUCKETS

S1.85
•
River Runt, River Devils, and Shakespeare LURES, and a great assortment of FLIES

S7.50

True Temper Action ROD, and
Heddon RODS

S1.95

your r

BILLY SHELTON 1
and his

ORCHESTRA

MASTER SEAL

••

$7.50

Portable RADIO with battery S49.95
•
S3.25
DECK CHAIRS

1.

r

Economy

S3.00

• Sponsored by the
Junior Chamber of
Commerce
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; lowing new members: M• ee.. Frank
Littleton Mrs. George Patteraon
-I
and Mrs. Eubert Parker.
Mrs. F. D. Mellen entertained the
A timely program was presented
M.:gazine Club in her lovely Mail
boulevard Thursday after- by Mrs. R. A. Johnston, who spoke
til1 Olive
,noon. March 27. Mrs. L. E. Oaten, on "What's New in Science," and
president, presided over the meet- by Mrs. Ralph Woods who presentay She presented the chairmen ed as-- "Summary of the News."
_ of the ,standing committees, retir- , Mrs. Woods' news was composed
ing and new officers and the fol- of the last minute general head-

ets
Nlagazine
;.tellen
F11.h
With Mrs.C

Apes ,a sUmmary of the United
State foreign policy, and spring.
•'
.
1947.
'ala delicious salad plate was served by the hostess to 17 members
and t'wh.suesik Mrs. W. D. Lewis
rles Crawford.
and Mrs,'
The April intleting will be held
Mrs. Leland Owen.
..
in the home of
Miss Alice Waters
Speaker For W.S.C.S.

Miss Morris Is Bride of James S:alark

The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club which met
at the club house Tuesday evening was entertained by several of
the thusic and speech festival entrants. Mrs. Graves Hendon was
proi.Iram leader. Miss Marion Copeland, „representing Murray Training
Fhool,- gave an interpeetive
Elizabeth
Miss Mary
. reading.
Roberts presented the mixed quart,
let and the trio from Murray High
including in the quartet Mises Phyllis Farmer and Lavora Holland,
Jerry Williams and Ronald Churchill, Jr., Aid in the trio Miss Farmer,'Mrs. Robert Hopkins_and Miss
Mary Martha °inland.
Preceding the program the usual
business was conducted by the
chairman, Mrs. John E. Miller. The
following officers were elctod for
1947-48: Miss Margaret Campbell.
chairman; Miss Lula Clayton Beale,
Vice-chairman; Mrs. Ray Munday,
Farmer,
Mrs. Lester
secretary;
treasurer.
Refreshments were served by the
hostess' Mesdames Dan Hart,
Ray Munday, W. G. Nash, B. B.
Sawyer and. Laverne Wallia.
•• •

-

The Woman's Society of Christhin Service met Tuesday atprnoon at the Methodist church. The
president, Mrs. E. A. Tucker, presided and led the devotional period.
Miss Alice Waters gave a very
interesting and eompresensive report tan the Southeastern Jurisdictional Conference which she attended at Nastohlle last week.
Delegates were from 18 conferences of nine southern states and
Cuba. Mrs. Bryan Tolley was elc• ted delegate and Mrs. L. R. Putnam alternate to the W.S.C.S. annual conference to be held at
Milan, Tenn. next week.
The program was presented by
Mrs A. F. Doran who gave the
fourth chapter of the book on
Stewardship.
There was an excellent attendance.

• PLENTY OF TIME FOR •

RICH RAISIN BREAD

•

Deltas Hear Music Ant[
SpeechContest Entrants'

-• err-MY-erg, Miss Waif& 'rail/son, t putting'the-career drive -civ
Mrs. Joe Ed Sleid and daughter.
Sharon . Rose Sledd, and Sirs.
Charles Jones who joined the club.
Cet SLIMMER this
The meeting was called to order
by the president, Mrs. C. C. Stilvitamin candy way
mon. 'Minutes were rd by Mrs,
Have a more slender.
figure. No exergraceful
Otis Wilson, secretary.
cising. No laxatives. No
simple AYDS
the
With
drugs.
Butterworth;
The lesson tiy Mrs.
Vitamin Candy Reducing Plan
)
you Coat cur out u,.yi mmls.
was on selecting and hanging picstarches. potatone.'"haests or
•••-•
tures. -easier
butter. you slmely cut them down. It's
ou(amin fortified)
when you emoy
Miss Rowland' displayed a beau- Allis
candy before meals Absolutely harmless_
tiful selection of pictures for use
conducted by me,Iical doctors.
In clinical
than 100 pers..* lost 14 Ma IS an.
in the home.'
AYE'S Vital:MA
•••••,•a• Do 4 few woes*
Cianity'Reituntng than
A very intetesting talk was given
Ark_t2
Ntyn
)
,,,,,f
,
.
!
=1,
on cancer control. The home- tr
makers hope to be a big help in 10 — Wallis Drug.

bread?
•Menfolks have a hankering for fancy
Now -with Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry
Yrat you rartbakrit in'Ilturry-ttp"Tinie adytime! It's always there wh0n you need it-a
*stays fresh in the cupboard for weeks. IV
YOU BAKE AT HOME-dissolve according to directions. Then use as fresh yeast.
Get Fleitaiimann's Fast Rising I iry Yeast
today. At your grocer's.

s in the cupboard

If

Woman's Association
Has Meet On Tuesday

The Woman's Association of the
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley
College Presbyterian church met
Tuesdaat afternoon at the home of
Entertain Ag Club
Mrs. B. - F.' Scherffilis With Mrs.
The Eight O'clock Ag Club .met
F. D. Mellen as cohostess.
Monday night, March 31, with Mr.
V
.
The devotion was. led by Mrs,
the immediate families.
The marriage of- Miss Martha
and Mrs. Keith Kelley on Olive
At the close of the ceremony, Rex Mellen. __Mrs-_----Idary--Benern. •
street. After a shout business ses- Morris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
an
new president, presided. The meete presented -the br
-round- -1:4a-br44ge
sion,
A. W. Morris, lb James S. -Mint: groom with a copy of the marriage ing Was given over, largely to busiwas enjoyed by Mr. and Mrs. Carof Mrs Lona Clark, was vows in book,let form bound in ness and a lengthy discussion of
mon Parks, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rob- son
impressive can- white morocco.. The young couple the coming meeting of the Prinet.
bins, Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Bink- solemnized in an
altar ton Presbyterial to be held in MurFriday. stood before an improvised
on
ceremony
ley and the host and hostess.
dlenight
with greenery,1 gladiola ray on April 17 and 18. Mrs. C. B.
flanked
Rev.
The
o'clock.
High score for both men and March 21, at 6
bridal Crawford gave - some interesting
McKenzie, and lillies interspersed witii
women went to Mr. and Mrs. Rob- Paul Snellgrove of
tellu w.hite tapers in crys- articles on the work timong the
ta
aT
.
thrt
ct
a
te
re
o
w
,r
Presbybins and low went to Mrs. Car- Tenn., pastor of Liberty
Tbe meeting
tal candelabra reflected in the mir: American Indians.
terian Church, read the double
mon Parks.
closed with prayer by Mrs. J G.
A delicious party plate was serv- ring ceremony at the home of the
Miss Morris, given in marriage Weihing.
bride's parents in the presence of
ed.
Dainty refreshments were served
by her tether, wee attired in a gab1.1•••••••••
.41=pine•pa...........•.,4M...M.A.M.•••••••••••••4=11104•11141.2m.04=1MmilMi....1=1.
erdine suit of aqua blue with black by the hostesses. The next meetaccessories. She wore a white or- ing will be with Mrs. D. F. McCon1 y ornament, Mel
-7;i1chid corsage. Her
•• •
a pearl necklace, was a #ilt of the
Stella Homemakers Club
bridegroom.
Miss Evelyn .Anart or itopains- Honors Mrs
__s. Butterworth
ville, maid of honor, and the bride's
_Mrs. Brent Butterworth was
only attehdant.4 -wore a suit -of gfas-, hostess to an all day luncheon on
gaberdine with black accessories March 27, serviced by the Stella
and a corsage of white carnations. Homemakers in honor of her -birthThe bridegroom was attended by day.
H. D. Murrell
Welcome guest.; were Mrs. RobThe bride's mother was attired
in a cadet blue jersey frock with a e•corsage of 'pink camelias. - -The-,
groom.:, mother wore a black crepe
with a corsage of gardenias.
erreInottedia la-following
mony, dinner was served from a
lace covered table centered with-a
tiered wedding cake topped with a
miniaturd. bride and groom under
an ;arch of tiny white flowers' encircled with plumosus.
Mrs. Clark is a graduate of Murray hrgh school and a student of
Murray State College.
Mr. Clark st rved, two years in
the army and is employed by Murray Manufacturing Company.
. The young couple have left for a
.
brief wedding trip
•
•
— --

FLEISCHMAN N'S Dry Yeastno need to keep it in the ice box

TOO FAT?

Come by and take home a package of
your favorite flavor of Ice Cream
for Easter dinner
•

25c
90c
$1./5

Pints
Half Gallons
Gallons

A DELICIOUS DESSERT FOR
ANY OCCASION
MAISE IN MURRAY BY

DEL - ROSE
Ice Cream Co.

BRING YOUR

KODAK FILMS

NEXT DOOR TO I.EIR;ER'-•& TIMES

—av

Telephone 751
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TELEX
obiedne

TELEMOLIJ
INV:SI EU
EAR-Mal
1

PROMPT QUALITY SERVICE

4
WILL SERVE
TASTY FOODS
EASTER SUNDAY

503 Poplar_

COME

FOR

s,

Vex/ ti"y,taw TELEX.
the ber.nng aid that hos
V4111MC to spare-and come
tai.it to the world of sounds
learly heard. W.th the :F.LEMOLD ear-piece you ca' err.
ceal the rict you Jas a hearing

TELEX

THE HUT

Love's Studio

Anl

wed

Hearing Center

▪ TELEX NEARING CENTER
, 103 Gatlin Bldg.. Murray, Ky.
semi rIi<KE folder on the new
TELEX and TELEMOLD. No oblige.

August F. Wilson
aturro,
iO3 Gatlin Bids
Tilepfirme 253-W
•

Name_
Address
Cov _
X. w
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State
11.

112
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"POWN
M14575011e WO"
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DON'T BE LIKE -POP- . .
... SEE ...

"DOWN MISSOURI WAY"

•

The Hilliest of All Hillbilly Shows
SUNDAY-MONDAY—at

the.,CAF.)ITQL.

JEFFREY'S
TWO STORES... Both filled with good
quality merchandise

right blossoms n-head:
...,
Its April . . . and there's Spring Promise in

your new Gage straw ... designed to

S8.95
p.

11ATS

BY

GAGE

FOR

EVERY

Littleton

S

'FOR MEN - •
B.V.D.'S . . . Broadcloth and knit
Shorts, Undershirts, Pajamas, white
and colored Dress Shirts. . . and everything you need in work clothes. •••
FOR LADIES White
Lovely New Spying Bags,
Gloves, Blouses, and
The Prettiest PIECE GOODS You
Have Seen in Years

give you that special something!

Make sewing a pleasure with the beautiful materials you'll find at.
AGE 1

Jeffrey's

ni•••••••••••

Mrs, Ruth Bryan Own Rohde
noted lecturer who ipoite at Murray
State College on Monday evening.
Was honored guest at a reception
given by the Murray Woman's
Club at the borne of Dr. and Mrs.
RalpR Woods immediately following, the lecture. Guests were received by Miss Ella Weihing. president of the Woman's Club. Mrs.
Rohde and Dr. and Mrs. Woods.
Mrs. G. B. Scott was general chairman of arrangements, and members
of the club assisted in receiving
and serving the guest. atfusic was
furnished by., it string orchestra
from the college.
Spring flowers were•used as dec.'
oration' throughout the spacious
rooms. The lace-covered teal table
held as center-pieco an artistic arrangernent of jonquils, snapdiagons,
.1.1ASIN. • A.

- dainty sandwiches _ -and ..Cuale5r,--4were served.
etThe guest -list included a number
from 'neighboring towns,. in addition In those from Murray. who
attended the lecture.

_

I

with your family and friends

Reception Held For
Mrs. Rohde Monday

iimIn-••••11m.m=•....mpaKalamol.EM.M•...Mr•Ir

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

IS THE BEST WAY TO SHOWHER

you CARE

Corsages, Potted Plants, and Cut Flowers
WHEN YOU .THINK OF FLOWERS
.FOR EASTER
Would You Send
A Cheering Message
to the Sickroom?

In- Murray It Is The

The Murray Nursery
%MURRAY
NURSERY

FLORISTLONT illOPPE
800 OuvE-Poone

Florist & Gift Shop

•

Mrs. W. P. Roberts

800 Olive

Tel. 364.J

Ii

•

•

•••10.

•

•
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Was

Mr.

members of the Zeta Department oft flowers, and laced jonquil exten'CIRCUS
the Murray Woman's Club Thurs- clod the length of the table. Cotthe
day 'evening at a .dinner meeting ers were laid for 92 including•
•
held -at the National hotel. Her following guest:
Wolfson, Mrs. Wendell
Mrs.
,ubjece was "Atomic Energy," Mrs.
Tom Rowlett, thairman of the de. Binkley. Mrs. Herschell Dennis.
IRS. H. I. SLEDD, Editor partment. presided and introduced Mrs Max Olson of Alton. Ill..-Mrs.
George itart and Mrs. Bob Grogan.
. the speaker. ,
Telephone 247
•
*
Mrs.' W. C. Elkins and Mrs. Joe
i.. .
Parker were in- eta-1Tc of arrange- Mrs. Leon Collins Is
7..eta 'Croup Hear,:
meets for the dinner. The T-shaped Honored With Shower
Atomic Energy Talk
i table was centered with a beautiMrs. 1..4On Colilns was honpred
mre A. M. Wolfson spoke to i ful arrangement of mixed spring
with al household shower at her
— —
home on Saturday, Meech 22.,
,.-.Those present and „kending gifts
Mrs. Ira Brandon.
were Mr. an
Mrs. Lee Outland, Mrs. Dock Boggess, Mrs. Paul Jackson. Mr. and
Mrs. Elmo Boggess. Mrs. Ellie GarPRSCRIPTIONS
land. Mrs:Tony Boggess. Mrs. Ralph
Bogard, Mr and Mrs.' W. T. Read- 1er. Mrs. Frances Wilkerson. Mrs.
41 Eddie Morton. Mrs'. Carrie Bynum,
MF-S-.,-.1---0,--Parirer. MT& - LucilleParish, Mrs.- Clifford Dodd. Mn G.
D. Collins'. Mrs. Tosco Collins. Mrs.
Nola Jackson, Mrs. Elcie Brandon.
Nellie Jo Jackson, Michial Boggess,
, Jame. RAph Jackson, Tracy Read,
er aile.Istarilyn Kay Moyer.
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Winning prizes sver# Mrs._
Dock Boggess. Mrs. Paul Jackson
and Mrs. ,Elmo .Boggess.
Refreshments were served to all
present.
. • e • ..

Those present and sending gifts
were Mrs. Bird, Darnell, Mrs.
Thales Graham. Mrs. Ellis Wrather.
Mrs. Claud Darnell. Mrs. Hosea
Burke. Mrs. James H. Belcher. Mrs.
H..B Darnell of Paducah. Mrs. Orval .s,'Whitlow. Mrs. Charles Adams, Mrs. Sherman Farris. Mrs.
rrey Butler. Mrs. .Cart Moody. Mrs.
Calvin Adams, Misses Carlean and
Wilda Moody and Master Raymom
Otis- ButitePrizes were awarded to Miss
Carlean Moody. Mrs. Hosea Burke,
and Mrs 'Pray Butler.
• Dainty refreshments wereto all present.

LA
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Powered by a

six

volt battery, push

button control
'r.
or
of
a

No cableo to drag, no gas or oil to mess with;
just push the button and start. Can be safely operated by a man,-wernan or -child.
The Jiffy is nisi something rniscl new with ballyhoo. It is as new and modern as the atomic age.
Made of cast aluminum, streamlined for appearance and durability, and a full 16-inch cut.

FO
n1
to
30
14

The blades are direct driven, eliminating chains,
gears or belts.

PC
91

The Jiffy is equipped with a special battery
charger to keep the battery up to maximum efficiency. All that is necessary is to plurit into any
ordinary house current of 110 A.C. current..
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ar
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J

COME IN AND SEE THIS LAWN MOWER AT

TAYLOR IMPLEMENT CO.
Telephone 890

Fourth and Pcitlar Street
N.

•••
.
Morris-Brandon Vowst
Are Said Saturday

Mr. Frank Brandon
Miss
, Martha Lou Morris were
ited in
marriage Saturday afternoon at
3 o'clock in the home Of- the Rev.
Clarence Smith, taking upon them.
.elves obligations and devotions to
eactr;s,
g el rnony in the presence' of Miss
Maureen Rowland and Mr. Charles
Bur keen,
•
Mass Morris chose for her weddir.g a two piece gray suit with
black patent accessorks and a corsage of pink carnations Her attendant, Miss Roe/land. wore a
gray and Week street frock with
black patent accessories and a cer,
se sage of red carnations.

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky

AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O
'
CLOCK
Ir1•4

Fancy Veal,No. 1 Veals

SALES REPORT for APRIL 1, 1947
Total head sold

CI

(void

772

- Canners and Cutters

.6.00- 10.50

•
'25.20
•
24.25
21.00 DoWn

Farmers and sto
.kmen. plea•ie bring tour filmic
b• 1 o'clock so that all stork can he hooked at
once and checks be made %about being deleyed

- per. FP...ad "

42.90'175.00
--•-•#•••ocICTIAPJOIL"

I

Among the boys and girls a ith the King Bros. circus coming to Murray on Thursday. April 17, is the five year old Mary Hilton, the little
circus orphan.
Her father, an aerial gymnast, leas killed in a fall three years ago
and her mother, a circus performer also, died a few months later. Mary
a as adopted by performers of the circa Although she has an endless
number of ehetiand ponies and a is agonload of dogs as playmates, she
bas recently added a lien cub. Testes. to her twileetion.

The "WestMurray Homemakers
Club met March 14 in the home of
Mrs. Gaeve .Gatlin.
After the business meeting, the
lesson. "How to Select and' Use
Pictures," was given by Me. Wal..
ter Williams.
The club had one viFitor. Mrs.
Mallet Dunn .and one new member; Mrs: Burr Waldrop

Mrs. Keith Kelley entertained
Saturday afternoon, March 29, at
her home on Olive street with a
shower and bridge complimenting
Mrs. Paul Robbins. -Mrs.. Robbins
received many attractive and useful gifts.
The house was attractively decofated with spring flowers.
Guests enjoying the afternoon
were -Mrs. Orren Hull, Mrs. Paul
Robbins, Mrs. Jim Shuck, Mrs. E.

Easter Parade.
OF NICE USED CARS
TO MATCH HER NEW

One mile west of Paris on Highway 54

1941 FORD 2-doqr Deluxe with 25,000 miles and
perfect mec5anically. Has radio, heater.
Really a good car.

SELLING

M.

1941 PLYMOUTH 4-door,
heater, extra good
clean.

I

tin( h

to be served at

are barn at 12:00

clock
O
'

,

•

OUR SLOGAN: "Lef us siot pray for
lighter burdens, but for stronger backs."
—Theodore Roosevelt
•

LONG'S BAKERY
.1111IN 1..

IN;, Proprietor
Telephone 79

105 North Third

WILSON & LAWRENCE
LOT

2 blocks west of College

with Bean and:Fertilizer

.*

TELEPHONE 1150
-

201 MAPLE

O
'
CLOCK

Buck Rake
No. 93 Chattanooga Plow
Farm Wagon, Steel Tires
Section Harrows
-Avery Cultivatcy
Goon'Foot Harrows
,
One-row Corn Planter
Brinley Rastus
Wheat Drill Two Hay Rakes
200 bales of Red Top and jap Hay.
Five Steel 55-gallon Drums.
A lot of new and used Oil Cans.
Craftsman Table Saw, and 2 Electric Eenci Controllers.
Work and Saddle Horse, and Saddle and Bridle.
Bred Sow, and Gilts.
Building 16' by 8' on East Highway at Railroad.
Some Used Haidwood 'Flooring, Windows, Doors-, and
Metal Roofing.
2-ft. Furnace, Ice Refrigerator, Stoves and other items.
-1936 Chevrolet Car, new tire.
1941 Ford Truck, Stake and Dump Body.

HOME OF GUARANTEED USED CARS

CAR

10.00

Attachinents,
s

and

DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER, Auctioneer
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served and part
lepresentatives k
.nd public .pray
guidance lading
Mr. and Mrs.
during the late fi
hooef eg:
or
(tm
$1 worth
:
(mostly
:everal dozen al
Mrs. Molly Mc
een on the sick

er of Leonard
Sympathy to
i ns,. the passing
Nerdy, 91 last
her family, for

.
the best foods for Easter-Diitiker,

Two-row Corn Planter

First

that youngsters
, Bible reading an
' instruction. In
we parents need
reading, too. buIonz
_eeowiorenc4s

Buy your oven-fresh Bread, Rolls, Cakes,
'
S BAKERY ... for
and Pies-from LONG

-TEAM DRAWN- TOOLS-

with radio,

motor; tires,

It
'
s a steal at S875.00.

USED
Write for Catalogue

Telephone 338

106 North Fourth Street

New Model B. Tractor.
Two-row Cultivator-Plows with Disc Hillers.
Slatwing Breaking Plows.
•
Disc Harrow, 18-inch disc.
Mowing Machine
Wheat Binder.
Two-wheel Rubber Tire Manure Spreader, used J season.
,New Holland Power Corn Sheller, practically new.
Small Rotary Popcorn and Seed -Cleaner ancrSheller.
Letz Corn Crusher.

by Eastern ,StLadies

F. R. Blake, Owner

LELAND MILLER

• TRACTOR DRAWN TOOLS

offer takes it.

An
feting that will be a credit to any breeder. Featuring the
outstandin blood lines .of H. H: Don Blanchard 40th, a son of DOn
Blanchard 540,,also Pr. Dom. Premier 28th, a son of Prince Domino
Premier.
N.

-c1;--MURRAY MACHINE& -TOOL C

JohniDeere 1942

-- SPECIAL

17,0pen Heifers

•

on Miller Avenue

6 Bulls

21 Bred Heifers and Cows

Choel
State
es
ursriadeyrng
.csion

At the home of R. M. MILLER,

AT ,AUCTION:

6 Cows with calves at side

you are in need of an all steel farm wagon or
boat trailer, come in today and place your order
with us.

AT

1938 FORD 2-door Deluxe, radio, heater, defroster,
fog lights. Shines like new!

By Mrs. §an
!
i..og tocpu,rslook
sign for abserva
or trait
dt
hit
nhge, Bi
o
ti
e
k
cw
rilaa
B
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he
a erticcetn
e
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made in a pUbli

Thursday, April 10

1946 PLYMOUTH 2-door Special Deluxe, heater
and defroster. In good condition:

SOU

Materials for Building Farm Wagons

. 'DINNER
NOW•

7...

1939 FORD 2-doot Deluxe, radio, heater, defroster. A solid, clean little car.

THURSDAY,

Lucian C
:•eturn home fro
day.
Vman Pascha
Howardei
urr
S.
decades ago, is

the _Murray Womaws±inh
held at the club house at

With Bridge And Shower

Mrs. Garva Gatlin Is .
Hostes:CTO Homemakers

1942 CHEVROLET with new tires, new paint, and
clean. Priced to sell.

1:00 P.

JUST RECEIVED

PUBLIC SALE!

PARIS, TENNESSEE

'TIME

Saturday, APrit
The Alpha Department of the
Woman's' Club will entertain the
Brownie troops of the Girl Scouts
ith an Easter -egg-trunt-at-the- etub
house. at 3 o'clock.
Tuesday, April a
Murray Star Chapter No. 433,
0.E.S will 'meet at Mesonlie
at 7:15 p.m,
Wednesday, April 9
The Arts and Crafts Club Will
meet with Mrs. L. D. Hale at 2:30
at the Collegiat Inn.
The J. N. Williams Chapter UDC
will meet at 2:30 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Fred Gingles with Miss
Hallene Hatcher, Mrs. Myrtle, Wall,
Mrs. J. D. Peterson and Mrs.
Grady Miller as co-hosteseea.
Thursday, April 10'
The regular business meeting of

Hostesses were Mrs. barva GatMiss Morris-attended Alin° High
lin, Mrs. Wendell Binkley and Mrs. A. B. Austin Talks To
School before her marriage. .
P. T. A.On "Teen Agers"
'They will reside at. the 'horne of Keith Kelley.
The next meeting will be in the
the groom's parents at the pres,The Murray P.T.A. me; yestere
borne df Mrs. R. M. Pollard.
ent.
day afternoon at 3:15 o'clock at
• • •
• • •
the high school to hear A. B. Austin, Murray businessman, delimit
-Hazel P.T.A. Changes
;
Lynn Grove Homemakers
an address on "Teen Ager's."
Date Of Meeting
Hear Mrs. Evon Burt.
The devotional was conducted
The Hazel PTA. Has postponed
The Lynn Grove Homemakers
-be Mrs.,M. M. Hampton. Music
Tuesday.
next
meeting
until
its,
mei at the herne.of Mrs. Clois Butfor the meeting was furnished by
,lerivorth for their Mareh meeting] April 15. because of a conflict with the Junior High
.Schoo-1--gtee club.
Conference.
the
Spring
the
date
of
Mrs. John. Myers gave tfie
At a business session conducted
The Sleeting will be the last of
Mrs- Leon Chambers. Drt
by Preen:lent—herr Oraves Hendon;
ident, conducted the business meet- I the year: The. Hazel, Milt hea en- it was deciced to
conduct i preing. She presented the different joyed a pleasant year's work un- school-heck-up on
ICY 9 between
subjects to be selected by the dub der ,the capable leadership of Mrs. the hours of I and
3 p.m. Dr. J. A.
Stark Erwin. At the next meeting
for the next study.
Outland, county health officer, will
• A group of women was selected new officers will be installed and
to visit the newly organized club 'Safety" will. be the topic of disin the-Edge Hill cerrunusity. Mrs. cussion. Mrs. Grover Wood James
Christine. Byrd and Mrs. Evon will discuss "Safety in the ComBurt. save the lesson on "Correct inunify" and Mrs. E. W. Miller wi
discuss "Home Accidents." Use 'of Pictures."
The membership committee will
Games and songs were 1e4. by
the-efitei tenant
Mrs.- 1...mon ButterwoRh. -'These
• ••
were 20 members and one visitor.
Mrs. Alpha ford, present.
Mrs. Robbins'Honored
,
•• •

BONNET!

CLEARVIEW FltREFOREI FARM
THIRD ANNUAL SALE
APRIL 8TH

acts_ y riy

-•

1.2- 14.00

10.00- 15.00

Bulls
k

Throwouts

Use our classified
get the business.

Social Calendar.

19.00

"HOGS
•
180 to 250 pounds
'--255" to :300 pounds
Sows

11.00- 15.00

28.00
26.00 `11

No. 2 Veals -

Fat Steers 19.0e- 22.50

Fat (

•

I c tenth by Miss Ann
West arid t
Richneind grid Wilburn Cavift.
Refreshments 'were served in
home etonomice. ro.en.

• • •

'ai

' 'helriends and neighbors of Mre,
Bird "Aunt Beth' Darnell
:t her home on Alm'
-.onor her with... a ..going away
-tiower.

-t

•

1

"Aunt Beth" Darnell
Honored With Showey
• bin TUesday afternoon, Mardh 2.5.

TO
1717
th
•

The first meeting of the Calling
All Girls Club was held Saturday
afternoon at the nome of Ltellie
Fay Hart.
The meeting was called to order
'by the hostess Whi5 presided over
the business session. The constitution was read and approved, and
plans made for the next Triestine
The following committees were appointed: program, Janot Smith.
Charlotte Roberts, Nancy Wear and
-Key
Weatherly; -enteettitomene.--Mary Frances Williams and "Zetta
Yates; reporter, Jean Corn.
A social hour was enjoyed during which delightful refreshments
were served.

JIFFY POWER LAWN
MOWER

FO
on
Cr
ed
se
Si
go'

•

.4* •
-C-Ittb- Meets -- With Lochie Hart ,

t

THURSDAY, APRIL i. 1947

be_ present for the examination.
The ninth and-tentb grades were
hosts for the meeting. Hostesses
were Mrs. Guy Billington, Mrs. Roy
Stewart, Mrs. Cordic Rushing 'and
The •ninth
Mrs'. A. B. Austin.
grade was rtpr.',onted by Huron

B. Hosvton, Mrs. Wendell Sinkley,
Mrs Cannon Parks' and Mrs. -Bob
Ghigari.
High score for the afternoon
went to Mrs. Bob' Grogan and Vow
to Mrs. Carmon Parks. ,
-•A deliciou* dessert course. was
served.

013P1rAN HAS NEW PET

- DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
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Managers Of Cooperatives Will Speak
At University of Kentucky April 7

Installs System For
Watering Milk Cows

clement weather forced the Thoroughbreds inside one day last week
1•and light conditioning drills were
The first watering system for a
cmaucted -in the gjdn.
herd in Trimble county has
dairy
I
that
Coach Moore said Friday
installed on the fame' of
been
Indianapolis,
the Breda are in as good shape
Managers of tobacao, grain and lis, teenager of the
Ginn in.' the Palmyra cornnow as they were in mid-season other farm cooperative organiza- - manager of the Indiana Farm Bu- 'Gary
Mr,. Ginn pinnps the
toast Cooperative. He will be pre-- znunity_
lost fall. tie further added thattions and leaders in Ihe
from a-good pond and, darboys who have been on the squad.. Live movement in Kentucky, Ohio. sented by Director Thomas P. water
m enntt Station. ing cold weather, warms it by
iide
rers
pe
ner,.Exi3
Kietth
for the past year are showing im- oInthdeiarnsat,ateVsirwginillias.,peTaeknnaetsaseecooapend Cooper o
electricity before running it into
provement and that the general other
the cowshed. He milks
physical condition of the squad is relive short course at the Univers- Ohio Council of Farmer Coopera- a tank in
in a milking shed, then
good. However, he added, there ity of ;Kentucky Experiment Sta- tives, will preside at the opening his cows
into a well-bedded shed
is still room for improvement and tion at Lexington April 7, 8 and 9. session at 1 p.m. Monday. April turns them
Ginn told J. G. Dye,
night.
at
up.
not
letting
he is
in the program will' be 7. B. A. Thomas of Shelbyville, farm agent, that he expects his
Included
point
to
Spring football drills at Murray
seem
Daftly indications
Coof the work of farm co- president . of the Kentucky
watering system to pay for itself
State are progressing very satis- out that the Thoroughbred.; wilPt a review
and discus- operative , Council. and Dr. H. with higher milk production durKentucky
in
operatives
Grid
Head
to
last
according
factorily,
take up. where they left off
Agof
College
the
Of
Pri:e
Brucz.
sions-of cooperative organization
in the winter months.
Coach Jim Moore._ a
falL Very. few men were lost by
preside April 8, and
and progress in the various states. riculture, will
will
The Thoroughbreds "were put graduation and if suitable replacecollege
the
of
Venues
A.
L.
Dr. Raymond P. Miller of Washthrough their first scrimmage of ments can be found for these men,
the heal_ sessiob
chairinan of ,the
of th-e American. be
the spring Friday afternoon and the 1947 Breds should enjoy a very ington, presidelit
9.
the morning of
open
will
Cooperatioh,
Institute of
stated. that there successful grid season...
. _ . _
Inatitute.
rwitp.act
--7kWiarhaars
'Inc
14he Laafetadie,
diit
Will be plentyof rou-iih work ab— Porto Rican
Farmer Cooperatives operation:- Washington; the. Louisof
Place
"The
4.000
least
at
on
that
here
fro%
expected
is
week
It
a
days
three
1900 -,.$3
500 - $1.75
200 - $1
Prin- ville Bank for Cooperatives, and
Society.
acres or row crops will be plant- in a Capitalistic
00.
Gleason. Tenn.
ng the College of Agriculture are
Taylor
r-meeti
Pete
a-dinne
at
speaker
cipal
Hickman
in
contour
Approximately 55 gridders have ed on the
will be M. J. Briggs of Indianapo- sponsoring the conference
turned out for the spring drills. In- county this year.

MOOR- REPORTS

March came in like a sheep but
went out like a goat.
An army jeep came by MaceShe for many years
commtibity
By Mrs. /gars Smethernsan
donia way a few days past. Wonhad
safety
made
a
is
her
home
listen
with
her
son,
and'
to look
. what will be *lent fer-itilka to
approach- Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Herify,
sign for abservance 'of
gaze at.
.
near
•
.
Murray.
Mrs.
Willie
trains._
Baker,
jag cars or
Mr. Ross Bucy of near Colic
her daughter ,and some of the
Back to the Bible reading needof
grandchildren' have their homes cord, an uncle of Everette Bucy
_Ledger
the
of
issue
recent
ed. In a
Evansville. Ind., is seriously ill
in this community also.
staternent
a
was
there
at'sci Times.
pneumonia.
Bro.. John Brent Underwood last of
made in a public address by Dr.
Belle, I would enjoy
Kentlicky
at
women
Sunday
the
afternoon
conducted
TIla Weihing. dean of
very much visiting you and pal o'
Murray State College, that is worth funeral of Aunt Mary Warren at
Our tongues would be tied
considering. She deplored the fact the DAV funeral home at Hazel. seine.
in the middle and loose at both
that youngsters were failing in Aunt Mary, as she was c led, had
ends. Guess I will have to serve
Bible reading and in getting Bible lived in the Mason Ch pel comIf
ars had a few more short orders here.
In many instances munity but for several
ittstruction.
I were to come I would prefer
a
in
been
She
le.
patient
Bible
klopkinsv
more
do
to
need
parents
.ve
your organ stool for a while instead
loading, too. In some of the peace passed away last Saturday at the
the cooking stove. Sure wish
of
said
to be age alt...015_-_ Pink Pallna_914.40
eaateranaes boon Was
ears--'MM.- -ftris----ifefizt
atreer
of
Dunn
and
hfusisey
Union
many
of
WsCity..
,erved and partaken
Mrs. &lea coulZr.hitchand
siou
are
Tenn,,
nephews.
tepresentatives but Bible reading
hike a few steps from the highToy Brandon has been confined
.aid public prayer for the Lord's
way to see me. I have a cake and
guidance lading.
to his home a few days, with illegg pies cooked.
Mr. and Mrs. Roby McPherson ness.
The writer asked Mrs. Elmus Mitduring the late fall and winter sold
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Brandon
heart' any news
$221 worth of eggs from their flock of Paducah were week-end visitors chell if she had
said' yes, thatl
She
i'veek.
this
for
and
used
leghorns)
(mostly
cf hens
with their parents, Mr. an Mrs.
her hornet
near
killed
was
skunk
a
home.
at
,everal dozen
Toy Brandon, and Keith and Paby wood cutters and laughed and
Mrs. Molly Moore Hill, who has tricia.
is laughing yet.
been on the sick lise,tlis' much betMrs. Bert Milstead and grandMiss Delma Hodge of near Mt.
ter.
McLeod ace improving Carmel church visited Miss Mary
Mrs. Lucian Gunton was able to mother
several weeks' illness Mitchell Saturday.
return borne from the Clinic Tues- nicely from
•
of a broken hip.
day. '
Mrs. John Mitchell of uuxedom,
An Easter greeting to the Ledger Tenn., was - operated on at the
gitman Paschall, one of the, fine
. a-3th Howard school boys of a few and Times editor ,and all its help- Mason Hospital last week.
decades ago, is reported ill at his ers, also readers that our faith in
John Mitchell called to see Miss
near Murray_ He is _a broth- Jesus may be such that like a
McClure •
_Annie. _Willis J
and
prayerr•
er of Leonard Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willis for a
years
the
(in
meeting
Sympathy to the Henly family testimonial
short while the past week. Mr.
in.,. the passing of grandmother gone by) said he was going to
Mitchell i's related to Miss Willis
if
added
,and
Henly. 91 last week. She, with heaven if he lived
Mr. Wplis.
and
her family, formerly lived in this he died he was going to heaven.
Mrs. Mat Housden of Providence
41i is very ill. .
It has been learned that Aubrey
-Mitchell of near Providence married Miss Margaret Jenkins. daugh•
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Otho Jenkins.
of Milan, Tenn.
Kentucky Belle, here is some
news that will be of much interest
anstrairrirt- yours. -Bill- -Edddon was married to a nurse of Indiana recently whom he met while
household
A
in 'the army.
shower was given in honor of them
at the home of -Mi. Hen-don's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hendon
of near Providence last Saturday
evening.
Clay McClure and Mothie Mitchell celebrated their birthdays
the -past week.
Miss Annie Willis is improving
avly after the flu.
A few Macedonians Were able to
aentLathe . aniging_ of the Wing°
.t tailet" at Concord Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Plez Green and
rl, Rennie Dale, of near Blood
a.ver. visited Mit. .ricl Mrs. George
.reen and children and Mr. and
. Mita Haael Brown and children
00 the paA Sunday --Ole Mail
.

PROGRESS WITII

SPRING PRACTICE

coo-pers:

55 Candidates
Are Drifting for
1947 Season

Sweet Potato Plants

HEAR JACK SHOZ,
AND

WSM
at 12:15 P.M. Monda:,
and Fridays

SHORMS, TOPPERS,
AND PORE COATS
s1695

TAXI

Spring Solt.; 1,1
WeavCs, Shrtland3
•Crepes, St;eares and Twills
•

Phone ...

a

232 -

CARLTON OUTLAND
VERNON COHOON

HIS BUDDIES

Select your new coat from this interesting array of new Spring
styles. Swing back, wing collar, club collar and cardigan
styles. Some h'ave.Self belts and buttons while others have gold
metal buttons and turn. Barrel, tight or push-up sleeves. Wide
selection of lovely colors in all wool material';. 9 to 15; 10 to 20.

Others $1995 to $2497
•

DRESSES

I

• Graceful FloTving Lou $1095
O In Juniors', Misses',
• romen's and
• Ilalf Sizei

•

You'll find the dress for you in
this wonderful assortment of
floral prints, solid colors mid
stripes in crepes, alpacas and
sheers. There's a style to flatter every personality. 9 to 1 ;:
1 2 to 26 1:
10 to 20; 38 to 44; 18'

. . . IS A FAMILY
AFFAIR

Others 5895 and $1295

SUITS

Juniors', Misses'
and Women's

•All Wool Shetlands
•100% Wool Crepes
•Juniors' and Misses' SL-es

Tr1,1.•... •

-fetes, Luaros,
(
•
•Skeers mug :41pemar
•M 3oIU.r, Prints and Stripes

Cardigan and dressmaker styles with fish
tail and ripple tracks and cut-a-way fronts.
Long and short fitted jackets. Slim skirts
with inverted or kick pleats and zipper
plackets. Choice selection of colors id gold,
navy, black, powder, aqua, beige, mint,
green and American beauty. 9 to 15; 10
to 20.
9695 0$3S95

$695
Coat style with alf belts and either
patch or peg pockets. Ruffle trim and
side, front or back peplum. Lovely floral prints, delicate strilszp, pastels and
solids is navy, powder, aqua, green and
turf. 9 to 15; 10 to 20; 38 to 44.

Others

Vsibleached
AND SO IS BANKING .
'$A wise Father will teach his children to usellis bank
. tMclude it in their plans as they grow to become Jesponsible citizens.

• Peoples Savings Bank

Others $493 and $5$$

SHEETRG

25c

iiiNiORS' and MISSES' DRESSES
St:, les a ith side drape, tiered peplum, rippled
peplum with lace, lingerie or ruffle trim. Sweetheart and keyhole neck lines. Cap, butterfly
or short sleeves. Pleated skirts with set-in
belts of self material. Rayon crepe.s, romaine
crepes, alpacas, rayon broadclotli, lambskin a71
rayon faille in new Spring colors. 9 to 15; 12
to 20.

yd.

This -is good quality sheeting that
you'll find dozens of uses for around
the house. It's full 40 inches wide.
top. Use it as it is or, if you prefer,
you can filcach it white. Ideal for
sheets, pillow slips, slip covers, drapes
and bet spreads!

1

95

Others slS"

Member FDIC

COPY FADED
•

a

#,r1c

MISS i

•

Sit

•

•

Students To Vote
For Officers At
Murray College

HAVE YOU
CONTRIBUTED?
•••

• *cause of the flu epidt-mi4,4 it is poasihle that the

GIVE

ter.

LOOK!

LOOK!

The Murray Woman's Clubhouse
was the scene for the initiutiou
.ervice and- banquet for the flc..e
member:: of Alpha Sigma Alpha
aorprisy on March 5. at 6 o'clock.
At this tithe 13 pledges became full
fledged members. Three were initiated later because of illness*
The teibles were decorated with
the sorority colors, palm green and
gold. With green and gold streamers-adown the center, yellow canales and jonquils completed the
table arrangement.
Following a cocktail served by
Mrs. John Ryan. patroness, the
initiation dinner war served to the
Attalla -Sigma Alpha memberd Miss
Evelyn Inn. sponsor, Mrs. John
Ryan. and Miss Racine Spicat a
former sponsor of ASA. M. Alva,
The banquet program was
Okla
as follows:
Grace: All-aboard. Sue Phillips;

An Old Passenger's Expectations,
Reba Jo Cathey; Sperial ?desk,
Joyce Cox: A New Passenger's Anticipations. Betty Jean Caraway;
Announcement of Ideal Pledge; Announcement of Alpha Girl.
The girls who were initiated into
Alpha Sigma Alpha were: Betty
Altman. Murfreesboro, Tenn.; DonGraves. Bardwell; Virginia
na
Gray, Cadiz: Helen Knarr, Lone
Oak; Betty Thompson, Paducah;
George Ann Upchurch. Murray;
Even Ahart. Murray; Betty Jean
Caraway. Murray; Anne Lowry,
Martin. Dover,
Murray; Pattie
Tenn; Sherlene Mattingly. Owensboro,. Carolyn Taylor. Owensboro;
Billifrank Wallace. Cottage Grove.
Tenn. Malaita Cail, Charkate, N.
C Mildred Turk. Bardwell; and
Rose Dantzler, Winterhaven. Fla.,
were initiated at a later date.

T

Mrs. Homer C. Pogue Sr. of Kansas City. Mo.. is a guest in the
home of j. D. Sexton and daughter:.
Mr. and Mrs. John Workman and
Sue and Bobby visited in Paducah
Saturday,

,- -

AI
,
0

•

I7

MOON 'UT POP
IS NMI Art

ro

"POWN

Marion Sharborough, who
has completed her course at the
Chicago Academy of Art, is spending this week with her pii
iirts. Mr. •*;
and Mrs. C. L. Sharborc h. Miss
Sharborough will retutn to Chicago where she has accepted a position with Crowell Publishing CornMiss

misgao WdY"

•

TI

11
AND YOu KNOW NWT POP /5.

DON'T BE LIKE "POP"..

Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Perdue and
daughter, Rose Mane visited - relatives here Sunday afternoon.
Miss Joan Harrell of Paxton. Ill.,
will spend Thursday, Friday and
The Hilliest of All Hillbilly Shows
Saturday withf her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. -J. C. Harrell. Joan is now
teaching commerce and physical
education in Paxton High School,
acaameaeaaaaaaeaaaaaaaaw.eaaraaawaaaasesseaaaaaawaaavaaaameeasawaaesavaaaaaaawa.swaaa
John L. Lung of Long's Bakery
is in a Memphis. Tenn., hospital
at present for treatment.
a
Mr. and Mrs. Roy E. Manley of
McKenzie. Tenn., and Mrs. Mary
Sue Houston of Dickson, Tenn.,
spent Sunday afternoon with their
sister. Mrs. Hobson Shrader,
Mrs. Merle Basden and daughter, Sharon Jane, of Memphis, are
visiting Mrs. Bascien's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Vester Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Morrison of
in pbellsville, Ky.. are guests this
Ca
w -k of Mr. and Mrs. August Wiliat
allitada_Morsisogi__a•-a-dalegateto the state W M.U. convention-lit
Mayfield this week.

"DOWN MISSOURI WAY"

SUNDAY-MONDAY- at the CAPITOL

ANNOUNCING

Caul

Services Held For
Lee P. ChachNick

Boggess Produce Co. ..tered. Durocc

texini
ciall-B
not seat
with sp
and tra
lookout
possess
to do t
find me
was en
here tot
Speak
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FIFTEENTH AT COLLEGE

Martin Cohlzneyer, Centralia, Ill.;
I Harold Lakin. Lynn. Mass.; Claude
Nunnelly, Bruzeton, Tenn.; Jim
ar ey
earce, • e rope
Snow. Flat River,. Mo.; and liarold Laughary. Caledonia, Mo.
Highest market price for
The outfield crop Is rather short
Over 60 aspirants for Murray this spring but Lubie Veale, MurHides
William Kaufman of McCracken
•
the
answered
States baseball nine'
ray, Jim Humphrey, Paducah..Jack
at county sold $1.3T worth of reeisfirst practice call issued by Coach Turner, Cadiz. and Edward Hickey.
t%
hogs anwe he got his'
Funeral services were held at Carlisle Cutebin, ednesday afterPhone 441 • •-• ...It a, 4-H project in 1943. Lone Oak Sunday for Lee Pearson noon. March 19 at Murray High Hopkinsville, have been looking
.Sta. 13th St.
good in early drills and will probam.
Chadwick. 65: who died Saturday School.
ably fight it out for the thre@
.
-.it his home near -Pott7,:awn.
.*Competition will be much keen- starting berths. .
ap- er this' year than it was last," stted
Death fololwed an Illness
All single games will start at 3
• on • week
proximatel)
` . _pm 1.,.. _,:,:- ..,ive.i_. Coach Cutchin, who also indic ed
_wee
irstrion hit
-and_ tiuuble_ laratiets will
that the fight for Infield positions start at 2 p m.
four daughter,. lilis Maagie would be toughest.
•
... .
Parrish. ,Ntur.'cle. Inc.. Mrs Eddie
The complete schedule. is as foltough a0-game schedule has
Miss Marilyn Mason Is the guest
Mniton and -Mr, .Maymis Walla:.
been carded foa the Thorough- lows:
of friends in Mobile,'Ala..
Murray. and Mrs. Attie Wynn.
breds who open their seas*,here April 5-Bradley Tech at Murray.
Mrs. Louis J. Rochelli left last
Murray. Route 3. two sons. Free,
on April 5 with Bradley TAM) In April 10-Arkansas State at Mur- Fri ay to join Mr. Rechelli in Peniman Chadwick: Muncie, Inl..- and
hedjannie Leo chadwtek. Murray: addition to the. 20 regular
NiA141..A. Fla. Mrs. Rochelh's mother.
ray cdoubleheaderi
uled games. the Bieds are expected
Mrs_ Nat Ryan, who spent last
Murat
Wesleyan
three sisters. Mrs Nellie S:ott.
12-Illinois
April
to play a least fou. games against
week in Murray, has returned to
.klmo. Mrs Dor. Miller. Murray.
ray
Kitty League opposition.
her home in Paducah.
and Mrs., Jewel Hale. Rosland,
Jonesat
State
-Arkansas
15
April
"Rip" Ikheiler. Marion, is ex' Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Whaley and
t Ark: one brother. Jim Chadwick,
boro (doubleheader)
Iona and Jack..,of Dover. Tenn-.
Louisville. and 12 . grandchildren pected to be Coach Cutchin's Numat
Tennessee
-Middle
26
April
Other
and four great grandchildren _a...0.ber One hurler this season_
Murray i doubleheader)
coanted upBurial was in Tone Oak cerne- fitirler'S-Itrat are being
Johnny Reagan, Risimarek,lArirti* 20-Bethel-••College - M.-- Me- [1
on
A
Maa Milton Sanders. Pawnee, Ill;
Kenzie. Tenn.
Jim Taylor. Asbury Park, N. J.: May 2-Kentucky at Murray
Ita• STEAKS
Newt Buchanan. Morganfield EuMay 3-Eastern at Murray
gene Dick, Vienna. Ina Darwin
: Sidney McKin- May 7-Tennessee Tech at Murray
• DINNERS
Bartow. Pana.
The Ihnnsett B1•vosis Co.
ney. Cadiz; Junior Herrold, Meath, May 10-Middle Tennessee at MurA...no a Ourwandng Ar10,c,•I
The Murray. Fire Denartinent re0
freesboro a doubleheader)
Planuractory —Etralstosh•d 1910
McClure. Dyersburg, 'Tenn
Bill
as
• DELICIOUS HOME
yesterday
week
busy
pvi ted a
5d0he Ilroak Se — Lawienfle Sky
Sanders. Springfield. May 13-Bethel College at MurGeorge
and
force
lac-,l
,s fires kept the
. ti ..
MADE PIES
Ill.
ray
1 busy
The week's high in grass
The best catchers on the present May 17-Western at Bowling Green
` fires was reported on Monday
squad are Tom Toon. Fancy Farm;
LETTUCE, 2 heads.. 17c
doubleheader)
%awn the department answered
Max Carlisle, Henderson; and
—
...alls to fight blazes on 12 vacant
at CookeTech
-Tennessee
20
May
George Leonard. Paducah.
TURNIP GREENS,
lot st
e
ville
From early workouts the follow35c
2 pounds
On Tuesday nine grass fires were
Murray
at
players Seem to have the inside May 24 -aWestern
ing
, reported- f Two automobiles zatere
Iduubleheadert
the infield pc-itions:
for
track
z
Green Onions, bunch 10c
' darr.aged in Murray during the
wa ek. one with an estimated loss
At least 50 farmers in Marshall
.- f $.2e
RADISHES, 2 bunches
county will plant certified Ky .160
Murray firemen said that SOrnefor
fur
year
this
tobacco
air-cloored
dark
a
fire bore evidence 01 having
)
arass
time
first
the
bee:, se voluntjuily_ Three high
PASCHALL CELERY,
Pike county reports having 3.431
a hoe] eat- •yo•fris were questioned
20c
bunch
clubs.
83
in.
members
4-H club
c.onr.ecti ai with the ...Monday
30
-.t grasa fiias but were released . The first "Coaching Schi., . ever I •
CARROTS, 2 bunches 16c
.-tng been Med. held at Murray State College has
.,
IDAHO POTATOES,
been scheduled for May 29. 30. 31,
59c
No. 1, 10-lb. bag
AthleticDirector Roy Stewart has
announced.
a.
SPECIAL VALUE
Alihough the complete personeel
For You To Feel Well
of the instructional staff has' not
24 hours every day, 7 days every
beenaeannounced. Stewart indicated
week, never etopp ng. the kidneys Mier
caste matter from the blood.
today that three of Murray State's
If more people eere aware of how the
would assist: ,
"greats"
athletic
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess acids and other waste
Floyd "Red" Burdette, head basmataes tint cannot stay in the bloat:
etbill coach at Alabama: Joe Folks,
without injury to health, there you'd
be bettor underst•nding of Irk, th•
national sensation in basketball.
whole system Is upset when kidneys fail
Taw playing with the Philadelphia
•
to function properly
Burning, scanty or too frequent urinaprofessionals; and Howard Allen,
tion .001110.1MOO warns that something
head coach of Montgomery Bell
is wrong You may safer nagging backache, headaches, dissinees, rheumatic
Academy. Nashville, Tenn.
—pa as, gettuag up at nights, •welling
•
wv• not rry'llonw.• Pair, Skew 141
-.Syruli4.14".."11k."'"fn" ritetTbe using • medicine recommended the
.1q
111:AZI1IES-,`1;10country over bouies stimulate the Nine
CARD OF THANKS
tion of tha kldneyt and help them to
Syrup ..... 48c.
- • -Heavy
in
Monte
4FRUIT COCKTAIL, Del
flush out poisonous wairt• frog tki•
yik. wish to take thi, method of
Phone 35'6-J
•
blood. They contain nothing Armful.
.16th and Nri,i
113
CORN, Whole Kernel, Del Monte, Can
Got theale• today. Ur with (maddest's.expressing, our sincere heartfelt
Stall dna( stoma
thanks to tar dear friends and
39c
jar
pint
Jerkins,
PICKLES,
SWEET
neuratbors who have helped us Ic
10c
any way 4ince our hook. burned
•
MY-T-FINE DESSERT, pkg.
We say' thanks to all.
Mr aria Mrs. 'album Hale

Kitty League Teams

Clar
Firsi

•

COLLEGE DRUG

pAny.

Will Open Baseball
Season Here On Saturday

Science and Peace
o Be Discussed

Mrs. Pat Wear
visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe Miles add! Mr. and
Joan Sunday.
daughter, Linda, of Earlingtoii
...
.Mrs. Verble Taylor and Ilene Fisited Boyd Wear and fianity s aiduciih last Saturday. day afternoon.._ I _
turned to their horpe in HatellYtirst.
Miss., following a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Futrell. •
Mrs. W. M. Moofes .of Nashville
spent several days this week with
thieurn.si,ster. Mrs. Rudy Tyree. who
DuBarry Cosmetics : Norris Chocolates
is recuperating from an eye opera-

* LOCALS
FOUR .111:RRAI" GIRLS INITIATED
ALPHA'RANO-VET Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Bell hex" reAT.4LPHA

Red fross worker in - your cotriitunity ht. not •treen
- Then too, maybe-you were _away from _ home
The .election of Student- Orgartia
When She called. If for any reason, you have...no*. Oczatil..m officetaaand repraseritatives
at Murray Suite Co)lege will be
btpti seen. won't you please use the blank below and
held Tuesday. April 8. .according
RED . CROSS
O
YUR
niail in your contribution.
to an announcement released reNEf..:DS YOU NOW. It anpears that Calloway. will
cently by officials of that organiriot raise her quota for 1947, we MUST NOT let this
zation. The candidates elected will
hapuen.
take Office at-the beginning of alb
fall quarter of 1947.
Thi:officea to tie filled are: presitkVLON .R4.% lit R. I ()anti Chairman
:dent now held by Johnny Reaaan, Bismarck. Mo; vice,president.
Mild% 1547 Campaign Fund
.1111iN \
anow held by John Padgett. Hardin'
Murrat . Nehini
a-eeretary. now held by Mary Esther
my 1447 donation to.ahe Aerican-Wass.
Bottom. OwenslaTarca and treasurer.
Encloaed
stow held- by -Gene Graham. Murray.
There am a.lf,) be two representatives cleated from each class, with
the escalation of the freshman repsigned
resentatives. who will be- elected
. at the beginning of the fall quar.Address
To enter a taindidate for the elecpetefioa must be filed by
tion.
1Breds
April 5. st twig 'the name of the
Which
for
office
the
and
candidate
Will pay cash delivered
he or she is running. The petit
Fri. and Sat.. April 4 - 5
lioa must- be signed by 10 stu_
- ------7728c
Heavy Hens
trTbut;ori of Science to the dents. General qualifications for
aCon16c Peace of the World" will be the officers are that shy eillicer must
Lerhorns
standing of one:
12c
5 tlieme of the next meeting of the have an academic
3c
Cox
that the president - .must be :a
Springs
Lniveratty
of
Association
_aa;.ericali
junior or senior at the time of takEggs
ThJ tttog wt
-be
Apra ing tf
UV
Prices subject to change a about W"inell Whieh
8 at 7.30 p.m in the Home E: De-. secret ballot.
notice
.sorr'r-ra
partment

••••

"A let
away •
place I
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THE OPENING

tsc

of the

...
Aftei'egurch
l

1

Easter Sunday, April.-6
bring your family
to the

EL
10

COLLEGE BARBER
SHOP
Across from Ordway Hall

BLUE BIRD CAFE

Open 9:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M. on
week days

•
dB:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M. on
Saturdays
J. W. Haines
E. J. Trail

I
04
I

I Fire Department Gets
i Calls To Grass Fires-..--,•

1

NOY ofeaRt7RNER.4TOR/iff 7116
e45,51$015 DOM* cariesT1

STEWART PLANS
COACHING SCHOOL,

egIc4

Kidneys Must
Work Well-

- -NO AVAILABLE

!kuri FULMER
CalifRS
SiAT"

CIGARETTES, all
popular brands,
$1.59
Carton . .

Package

40c

LEG-O-MUTTON,lb. . .

35c

.16
39c

,Fresh Cat Fish, lb. 52c; Haddock Fillets, lb.
FRYERS,Full Dressed,lb.

Share the joy of Easter Services with
your family and friends

r--

SERVY1 GAS
REFRIGERATORS
TO WINNERS

75c

PORK CHOPS, lb. . . . 59c

RILEY'S GROCERY

tin&

DOAN'SP1LLS

DISSTON MERCURY
CHAIN SAW

m•Itogio
--Orem •••••$•••••••lolr
•••••••.• •••••
••••••11, ittylod, •••••••1•
c•tor• ••••11Mor• a.mOner mace .1
Otto, orto....1 toot, .1,401.•
'poor
• atoll
o• .., a 'moo co?•
-ettottO
•••••••• 17
0
toy*. ote. ot•••••••••• oafs., ....tit
vo.trOt I.., C••••• $11.0.9!). COWS
•r•gtoltte for •Il COM.

• •.

:••••••••••... •••••••••••..m.

FOR EASTER DINNER

PORTER MOTOR
COMPANY
7014 Maple

WAFFLE SYRUP, I2-oz. jar

tott timonomot;too...om. mow .mot• om• •mot-

Phone
„..••••••

*Or /

tzriczuRol
tiar
26c

MAT JEMIMA'S PANeAKE
FLOUR, pkg.
CROWDER PEAS, Fresh
No. 2 can

25c

I 8c 0 tocae
temna.ses, los
20c

GERBER'S BABY FOOD, Strained, all varieties, can
THE MIRACLE OF THE WOODS
Users say
or see us

Marshmallows, pkg. 10c & 25c; Marshmallow Cream, pt.

it ,does the work of 15 men. Write, call
for further details. Immediate delivery.

speeial Vegetable Dinners
T-Bone Steaks
Raked Chicken and Dressing
a•getables
Pork ('hots With
Rat Pit Barbecue
Fried Oysters

We also carry a complete line of high quality Disston Saws, Saw Teeth, Files, Planer Knives,
Toots, lOdustrial Supplies
CHAIN SAW DISTRIBUTOR
•
CERTIFIED SERVICE AND PARTS STATION

AT

..a

Ten-B1Low Condensed Milk, just add water, flavoring, 10-oz.36c
SUGAR STAMP NO. 11 SPARE GOOD FOR 10 Pounds. Get You': Sugar NOW
All Soap and Powders have advanced. Buy now while you get it at low price

•

Paying Highest Cash Market Price for Eggs

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

YOUR

&fall IS

BUS STATION CAFE

Phone FRanklin 3576
Park Boulevard

25c

Ii-

Mather Hardware & Supply Co.
4508

8c

MONARCHskoirEA

Louisville- 9, Ky.

•

——

STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Telephone 130,
Rudolph Thurman, Ovtnier

tonootr•stIM•ol=1•0•010.1.=••••••••••=o

—Aro

•

a

ale

SECTION TWO — SIX PAGES
"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in Calloway County — A

1917

44.
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place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

_

Clark Tells Kentucky Students That
• First Step of Production Is In Schools

YOU

AND
HOME

YOUR
"

Dixie National Coon Dog Field Trial
To Be Held, Ryan Farm April 19-20

,To Give Program
lAt KEA Session

114 Married Vets
Housed at Murray

One hundred fourteen married
Lexington, Ky., March 21 1Spe- Clark, head of the public relations
The faculty string qt.halet of vets ire nbw at Murray State Colcall—Business and industry are department at Eli Lilly and CornMurray State College will present lege,:representing an increase of 64
not searching so much for persons pampa Indianapolis, declared that
program at the General Session couples over last quarter. Work
a
with specific technical experience the first step i ptoduction is in
•
of KEA Wednesday ,night, April is still being done ia the barrack
and training as they are on the, the schools. More than 400 high
The Ryan farm affords a splendid hound might turn the trick. .Even 18, in Louisville, according to an apartments located on the college
lookout for adaptable persons who school seniors from the. Bluegrass
site for the trial. The trails for the ypungster who owns 'just a dog announcement released recently, farm.
possess a basic knowledge of how area attended the,conference.
the Dixie National have many and doesn't have the necessary en- by the music department of the
to do things and know where to
The speaker was introduced by
There are still 15rsons wait(
bends, hooks and turns at try fee might get in the trial—who college.
sharp
specific
more
find
information, it Dr. Raymond F. McLain, Transyting for accommodations in the vetsome sportsman
what
but
knows
.to
.similar
angles,
left
and
right
a
at
conference vania president,, who pointed Out
was emphasized
la a-a a t,r(tgram.
By RACHEL ROWLAND
The quartet, composed of Prof.
those made by a coon in his might stake him fur part of the
here today.
Home Demonstration Agent
that Transylcanla feels that its
Prycratkevytch, first violin,a
"coon winnings. And again, even if the Roman
The
.
meauderings
nightly
KENTUCKY
U S.001•TUOLLACk
Speaking at the Fifth Annual Vo- work is to aid the student to be.
Prof. Joseph Golz. second violin
from HATCHERY
tree" will be well located so that dogs are mita entered ..S9.111a ane
rational Guidance Conference held .come a creative member of the
aSr. George - Ea Morey. viola, art CHICKS
dogs."
buy
Basically a house provides prothe
to
want
might
have
to
able
be
may
all spectators
Goal. PULL Of L.1.5 srun teeed
by Transylvania Culiege, R. C. larger society.
Miss Charlotte Durkee. cello, will 5•5
MOW 40 roe& Ir.es-,au ivaes
tection from the wind, rain and
an excellent view.. The in-corning
And to clear up the question play "Quintet, Op. I'.' by E. Dfahn- ••••••1••••
"U 5 Cetfarm
sun, but we have long since ceased
pho iked-1••••
trail is so laid that a lung straight- "What is a coon, dog?", we quote
viola
violins,
two
for
piano,
imOrMil &Act. All
anyi
to think of e house as providing
enaway will enasble the sports
from a well-known field trial de- and .celloi Allegro, Scherzo, Finale. Imbibe breed.
CHICKS A 't`..
POred nab&
from O. SLUE •IIASS
these necessities only.
thusiasta to witness the dogs race votee: "Any dog thaaaavill trail,
Cat
By GENERAL ELECTRIC
4LI OLD KENTUCKY
Cecil Bolton wilt appear with •••
Prof.
-Wryto
We expect a great deal in the
in. cross under the line and give tree a coon, and bark treed, is a
KENTUCKY HATCHERY.ills DID UJi IT,
the quart as piani,t
way of comfort, convenience, safetforth with the tree barks.
coondog."
appearance.
and
durability
ty,
It's "Dixie National Coon Dog $65.00 Heath Money, Ribbons
allay Win Both Line and Tree
Even in is low cost house there
-again! The outhas a combine premtime
heat
Each
Trial"
Mr. Ryan said today that it was
Field.
uf
and
rontforls
may be a number
is being reatamed ium- s4---$6500 First dogs- to tree absaible for the same cilTagaln win
classic
standing
any
in
However,
conveniences.
here April 19 and 20 after a close- wins $25.00. The first dog to get un- both the line and tree Prizes which
:
TRACT •R DIVISION !VILA,
house these must be planned into
during tbe war days But it's der the Lines draws $25, and second naturally lends a thrill to the owner
down
the house, not added as afterback again, and, according to its line will bring $15.00. Along with of such a dog to make a doublethoughts. Let us consider some of
Most Famous farm program of all time.
sponsor, J. N. Ryan, this yeari the money offered, first tree., first
Tune In .
the conveniences and necessities
will
winners
Saturbetter
line
to
than
be
second
promises
and
event
line
_ For the convenience of the spec- —The National Farm and Home Hour . . . every
that should be Considered in the
ever. Mr. Ryan said today entries be awarded ribbons. Factares of tators, handlers and owners plenty
Ceno'clock
12:30
to
planning.
12:00
—
Network
day . . . N.B.C.
Nominations all heat winners and final winare arriving daily.
of good eats will be on the gYounds
With more rural electric lines gowill
and
"American
3
the
be
in
close
March
will
opened
ners
tral Standard Time.
at all times.
ing up daily few, if any, houses are
April 12a
being built without wiring. HowAfter all preliminary races- have
laveraan
Heats will be drawn Friday .after- been run, the heat winners will be
ern wiring aill be inadequate in a
farm
Ryan
noon. April 18, at the
drawn and placed in groups for the
few years' and inconvenient from
just north of the City Park off of semi-finals. Following the semithe beginning.
Sycamore street where the trial finals, the exciting finals will be
Putting light switches by doors
will be held. The public is invited run. The dug winning first tree
most used will save many a stumto attend the drawings for heats finals will ,bring his owner $400.00
ble through the dark room.- Threewill include dogs from and a beatitiftil trophy: first line
.which
way switches are more expensive
almost every state from Michigan winner will receive $300.00 and
but are essential for steirs and
to Florida.
trorihy; second tree will pay $200,
perhaps in • the -kitchen. Conven- -a-• COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC.
and second line $100.
at
placed
'be
should
outlets
ience
WIND
THIS
IN
CREATEC
15
E
600-M.P.N. HURRICAN
National
Dixie
the
for
Judges
wall
long
a
of
ends
• INSTANT HEATING.
both
one or
TAKES GENERAL
will be men long experienced in
space. Too- often one is placed
TUNNEL AT MOFFETT FIELD, CAL. IT
• No Smoke, Fumes, Odors, Dirt, or Ashes.
such evehti and • . witt'cuMe from
in the center and it becomes "lust"
ELECTRIC MOTORS TOTALLING 27000
.
.ut
_atates_
the_
_Illinois.
leta
behind a divan- ye piams.---Out
IN THIS PICTURE.
• SAFE—Ho Fire or Explosion Hazards. Has same
Tennessee and Kentucky.
TO TURN THE BLADES SHOWN
in kitchens should be table height,
heating element used on Elecpatented shockproof
Entered
Dogs
oetetandina
.
as should the one where the ironthe
of
dogs
the
better
Many of
tromodes for heating U. S. Submarines.
•
•
ing is done.
Coach Underwood Plans
various states have already -.been
Clothes closets should be wide
To Start Practice.
• 100.7a Efficiency. No Heat-Loss, No current conentered, -in fact -Creeping belks".
enough to hold a coat hanger with
Early In April •
said • to be the world's champion
sumed when Heaters are -OFF-.
a coat on it. If possible each closentered by C.
et should also have room for shelThe Murray Training School 1947 coon dog, has been
• SANITARY, HEALTHFUL, STIMULATING HEAT.
of Hazel. Other Wellves.
track team will begin workouts out R. Lewis
cir-Flo
inDown
the
date
on
to
entered,
operate
dogs
es
known
Oxygen in air is not consumed.
Electromod
cabinets'
base
the
In the kitchen
cif doors in the early part of April.
culation principle. aa'armed and fan-cirshould be' installed Lt the right or as soon as the weather permits, clude "Tennessee Jeff", who has
culated air is distributed out into the room.
height. for the wombn who will according to Coach Jofinny Under- won many state races. "Joy Boy".
Electromode Bilt-in-Wall Heaters are durably conanother great dog." "Black Buck"
Each room or part of the home can be set
work there. The staadard height wood.
structed electrical heating units engineered for a
and "Red Diamond."
of 36 inches is the correct working
for whatever temperature is desired.
At the prasent time 11 candidates
to
followers
long life of economical heating service.
known
Ryan.
J.
N.
height for only a few women.
Elgtromodes, through thermostatic confor the team are working out daily
one
reality;
a
heating
- Even M newly built flumes Muth In the gym. The boys out for the of the coon dog trials asaaThe man.
aselectivea
make
trol,
vatuable kitchen apace is wasted by team are Ted Thompson. Joe Rog- that pays off at the tree", declares
room such as a sickroom, or several rooms
cabinet shdlves bents/ too far ers. Bob Trevathan, Ralph Boyd, that 510 one knows which dog will
105 North Fourth Street
as a bedroom, nursery and bathroom can
apart. Quite often an extra shelf Isaac Dowdy. Dean Humphries. win. "The kid town the hollow,
be' heated individually, or together and
Murray, Ky.
P. 0. Box 30
or the boy, from over the ridge
the
of
each
between
added
be
can
CIRCLINE —
Jimmy Richardson. Joe- Pat Johnwith varying temperatures.
g
good-lookin
not
too
the
awith•
the
doubling
thus
one*,
permanent
son._ Harry Hawkins, 'James .TfeA NEW CIRCULAR
usuable space.
vathan. and Alfred Lassiter.
lighting
the
to
FLUORESCENT
And going back
Harry Garsuch, who won both
minute---too
a
situation for just
BY G-E
the high and low hurdles in the
installed
often a ceiling fixture is
regional track meet last year, will
THE NUMBER OF
ENGINEERS
in the center of the kitchen ceiling. not be eligible for competition this
ELECTRIC
GENERAL
This does provide a .good light but
—HAS MANY USES.
year because he has too many
a worker is in her own light at semesters. Johnson. a returning
STOCKHOLDERS NOW
32-WATT SIZE GIVES
cabinets. It would
and
sink
stove,
letterman. won the high jump with
ABOUT 250000, IS
AS MUCH LIGHT AS A
be better to have the ceiling light
a leap of 5' .3'afin the ragional late
HIGHER THAN EVER
placed almost over one oj the
100-WATT
year but. failed to place in the
ceilsmaller
a
with
,areas
working
state meet.
INCANDESCENT LAMP.
others.
the
at
light
wall
ing or
Coach Underwood stated that the
All these and many more are
regional meet would probably be
getting
to
compared
minor items
held here at the college some time
walls up, roofs on and floors down.
'May. He also added that the
in
difference
However they make the
Colts would more than likely participate in two or three meets preC.
ceding the regional meet. -

$1000 and Trophies
Offered in Finals;
Heats Pay $65

I

"BEST DOGS" TO
BE ENTERED
• ./

THE FACT IS

'FILLIS•01111LMIERS

ELECTROMODE All-Electric Bat-in-Mall HEATERS

Can be used for auxiliary
heating or to replace your
Central Heating System

COLTS TO DRILL
FOR TRACK MEET -

NOESEPOWER

West KentuCky Electric Company

LIGHT IN A CIRCLE!

es

LAMP

DESIGNED
LIGHTING

74 MILLION

OWNERS!

Dixie National

The

BEFCRE.1

COON DOG FIELD TRIAL

33NVIS 1VNOLLVN 3X10
00'000`IS 9NINIIIV3.4

GENERAL

Dixie National

ANNOUNCING

Dixie National

ELECTRIC

›.,

5

USED CARS!
—c
9

COME AND VISIT OUR UPTOWN USED
CAR LOT TODAY

5c
9c
•

ouR.piciCFRom„
AND LI'414
LARGEST SELECTIONS OF AUTOMOBILES IN THE CITY
1941 Chevrolet Club Coupe
1947 Plymouth Fordor Sedan
1946 Buick, Super, Fordor Sedan
1946 Dodge, half-ton Pickup Truck
1946 Chevrolet Fleetline
1946 Mercury Tudor
s
We have fourteen other cars and two used Ford Tractor
nt
equipme
with complete
COME TODAY AND TAKE YOUR PICK

ce

Billington-Jionies D Motor Co.

•4100

'0HAiT

FORD Sales and Service
TELEPHONE

170

Fulks Is Named
Pro All-Star
Joe Folks, former Murray State
All-American, was a unanimous
choice on the 10-member Basketball Association of America squad
chosen this week by the Philadelphia Basketball Writers Association. The only other unanimous
choice was Bob Feerick of the
Washington Capitols.
Others named to the squad - by
the 14 writers and sportscasters
Zaslosfsky, Chicago
were , Max
ri Icara
ayiat
5
4
1441146
t*C
Stagsa E=
fra,
61-"a7i
(Gema
Miasek, Detroit: Bones•MoKinaef,
Washington; Bob poll, St. Louis
Bombers; Frank Baumholtz, Cleve,
land; and John Logan, St. Louis.
between the attractive, comfortable.
convenient home you want and the
kind of house anybody cart build.

RUPTURE
Expert Coming
to MAYFIELD again
GEO. L. HOWE
Well known expert, of Indianapolis, and ex-U. S. Army Medical
Corpsman, will personally demur striae his method without charge at
the Hall Hotel, Mayfield. Thursday.
April,10th,/from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Mr. Howe says the Howe method
contractsa the openings in remarkably short- time on the average case.
regardreas of the size or locattan of
the rupture. and no matter ho'la
much you lift. (Sr strain, and puts
you back to work the same day as
efficient as before you were rup..„
tured.
The Howe RUpture..Shield has no
leg strap; waterproaf, sanitary,
practically indestructible, and can
be worn while bathing. Each shield
is skillfully molded and fitted ais the
parts under heal, which gives a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures following operations especially solicited.
Do not overasok this opportunity
if you want gratifying results.. Mail
ing address P. 0. Box 5233 E. Michigan St: Station. Indianapolis, Ind

Z
co 0
P 2
Cr)
• c4

r:14

L.4
-0e

AK-2*

-4.4
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THE MAN THAT PAYS

Mt

'"
Ti-leitEE.

ata

`ac

AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Saturday and Sunday, April 19 and 20, 1947
•

GUARANTEED FINALS

$65.00 HEAT MONEY

First Tree - $400.00 and Trophy
First Line - $300.00 and Trophy
Second Tree $200 - Second Line $100

First Tree - $25.00
First Line - $25.00
Second Line - $15.00
No Reentry

Post Entry — $20.00

Entry Fee — $15:00
'April

Nominations open Mareh

12.

Nottilnation Fee of $5.00

must be received by

April 12, 1947,

Mail All Entries to J. N. RYAN, Murray, Kentucky
Ileats will be drawn at 1:00 o'clock, Friday. April 18, 1947
410
Semi-Finals. No rate will be hrld after darkness. Pictures of all Rest
Winners in the Heals Nl ill he arae n and placed in groups for
Winners and Final I% inners %t ill he in the AMERICAN COONER.
Not responsible for any accidents

Admission 50c for each day

I. N. RYAN, Murray, Ky.
now,

IIMM4440M404440.4444
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_
Veterans' corner

_

LETTERS TO EDITOR
,

I

weekly
,
This column is pliblished
Detroit 21, Mich, he was always ready and willing
through the cooperation of
March 24. 1947 to give his help and ppport wben
per. Questions ahuuld be mair
. Enclosed find a money order for Called Upon. Clay, ft's a City of
RepreEmployment
to
Veterans
the
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
issues of the Ledgec, and Deter. how., incorporated.
sentative. United States Employ- eight
C WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
.
JAMES
Here's hoping ...your years are
Times...as of March G.
_
ServaceyaMaYfittft. KY.
as a valued eitiren in the
many
Hwere
;
NF:n
Royal
arid
Mrs.
Mr.
St..
Murray, KY. I
Published Every Thursday Neon at 103 North Fourth
and that we have the pleaaWar
World
U.S.A.
of
IS
Q.
a
Veteran
of
publication
at-,.the
delighted
Ifi.26 GALLOWAr
II entitled to emergency ambit- their daughter's- wedding in her ure' of seeing you again in the futntered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky. tar Tranazainioa as
Second Class Matter.
lance service to a Veterans .Admin- 'Mrs. Morris') borne, county paper. ture.
A wet/1y tedure prepared by Niembers of The Calloway County
-Everything." wrote Alexander
Mrs. E. C.
hospital or other govern- Thanks. Also in as much that over
Yana 1•411S•0111 organization and dedicated to better farming
Smith. philosopherand poet. a cen- istration
Subscription Rates:-In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
which Veteraps 20 years ago I wrote up- Their owe
$2.00 a Year. In Kentucky. $2.50; El/kb:here, $3.00.
aury ago. "is sweetened by risk." ment hospital in
beds allocated, wedding vows in the county paper
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS
Smith said a real mouthful. We Administration has
if the occasion arises?
at that time. Said it 'was quite a
begin taking risks at the age of
A. Yes. When a Veteran or his coincident.
four and continue until the underA handshake and e hello to the
By C. 0. Bendurant- Associate County Agent
taker puts us away for keeps. A representative contacts a field stasmall boy will climb a tree and get tion requesting emergency ambu- dexter correspondent for writing a
Ideas on applying fertilizer to land for tobacco -pro- out on a fragile limb: A man of lance. the chief medieal officer or letter each week which I enjoy as
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
duetion have skyrocketed from 200 to 500 per cent during eighty .will gamble in the stock his designate will get all infor- it is my married home town.
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
and
_
Kentucky Belle sure has lots of
the past five years. If we ask any of the same 200 ("alio- t market. If farmers were not 'glut- mation possible about the case
We Can'Do All Types of
will grant authority, if warranted. interesting' -news.
W e reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor any
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•
week.
58
KY
of
sections
two
counties;
country."
the
of
Ukrainian folksongs by Prydat- tion
2. Installer-Repairmen here, re,
On April 5. Mr. Prydatkevytch in Graves and Hickman counties.
kevytch which included The Home$27 peiwill present a . The Calloway project is the Stel- ceive a startin.g rate of
McGavern
Mr.
and
Song
Steed,
his
less Cossack and
la-Brewers road (Ky. 299) from week and a top rate of $58 per
,
-featuring-5
xecitat
Sonata
in
Hutsel
of_a_Shapheed--twill-Arkatt
Prydatkevytch and Ce- Ky. 121 at Stella-to -the Marshall
Dance) and Danse by Akinnenko- Beethoven.
3. Non-wpervisory employees are
county line, a distance of 6.6 miles.
Franck.
sar
Prydatkevytch. _
paid overtime for time worked
Following the' recital there was a
over eight hours a day.s.or over
40 hours per week, and also receive
premium pay for Sunday, holidays
and night work.
Under latest Union demands,
wages for the 40 hour work week
The United States Civil Service
M the Murray exchange would call
Commission has announced an exfor a starting rate of $39 per week
amination to fill the poistion of
for operators pricl a starting weekrural carrier at Hazel. Ky. The
ly wage of $42 for installer-Frepuirexamination Will be held at Murmen. Top rate for the two classiray and receipt of applications will
fications would .be $49 and $79- per
close on 11.pril 24.
week respectively.
Date of the examination will be
"TPiv - company,' Murray- officials
stated- on admission—Fa-id
declare, has offered the Union a
to applicants after the closing date
R. H. Thurman, well known Mur- year's renewal of the preset confor receipt qr applications.
Information and application ray insurance representative, will tract with the right to rt•open the
blanks may be obtained from the leave Sunday for New York where matter of wages at. a,time when
Hazel office or from the United he will be the guest of the Nett changes in conditions may justify.
States Civil Service Commission York Life Insurance rompany to
"Three of the-projects considered
at Washington 25, D. C., prior to represent Kentucky at the comat the letting of March 21 are beclose of business on the date pany's Centennita meeting on April
the
Voris Wells Benny Maddox
10, IP and 12. - The meeting has ing held for further consideration
specified above
been postponed for two years due and analysis," Mr. Watkins said.
Telephone 95
to the war and crowded conditions "Our engineerinig-a1atf considered
bids submitted entirely in line
in New York.
A brilliant and varied program and indicative of a brisk season for
has been planned. sources. said, in- road buldine. This is the first of
cluding the dedication of the Cen- the ,Oig jettimikinvolving new surtennial Tablet and honoring the facing.Harold Gilbert, Murray business- delegates who qualify.
Thurmlin, a Top Club member
man. announced yesterday that
plans are being made to open a of his company, qualified for the
helf-service laundry about April Nino: by merit of production. This
14. The new businets will be toe" year completes his eighteenth year
rated at the corner of Fifth and with New York Life.
Poplar streets and will be equipped
with automatic "Launderall" washing machines.
Announcement will be made later
Well Seasoneil and Ready
concerning opening date.
TERMINIX offers triply guaranto Use
-Four26
March
Ky.,
Frankfort,
teed 'protection against termites.
teen highway surfacing and conSince 1927 more than 100.000 properstruction contracts affecting 21
ties have been treated by TERSEE US BEFORE YOU
MINIX Ask today for a free TERKentucky counties and totaling
BUY
MINIX inspection of your property".
$1.458,961.11 were authorized awardThere is no obligation.
ed today by J. Stephen Watkins,
August F. Wilson, Murray rep- Commissioner of Highways. The
MURRAY LUMBER CO. resentative for the Telex Hearing authority was granted by telephone
Aid.has opened a noffice at 103 from Delray Beach. Fla., where the
Phone 262
in -the Gatlin building. Wilson has Commissioner is vacationing. Of.."..tiv•ol
Authorifsd P.T•,
East Main Street
had five years experience in fit- ficial orders wall be signed int....-.
Clhgo V•Iler TermLnin Corp.
7 9,
We Deliver
ting Telex aids and will represent mediately upon his return, it was
As Ativiortiaod in"ils• Peat" the company in 19 west Kentucky announced: rid Tennessee counties.
He will carry standard batteries
r all makes of ear phones and
ers of all makes are invited to
it him at his office.
Paul Morton of Lynn Grove will
.• associated with the Murray
We Have Available
1,,lex office as consultant and field
— NOW —
supervisor.
— -

Mail Carrier Route
If you want
Is Open at Hazel
BETTER
On Cloth and Carry on both
PLUMBING
both Laundry and Cleaning
AT.
•
REASONABLE
PLUMBING
PRICES
SUPPLIES
C,111
[LAUNDRY and
•
CLEANERS
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE
•
1_ ...
•
COMPANY
Phone 44
A. B. Beale & Son
Save 10 to 20%

Bids Are Asked
On Road Repair
In Calloway
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DON'T BE LIKE "POP". . .
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"DOWN MISSOURI WAY"
The Hilliest of All Hillbilly Shows
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The families we have served know how
fully they can rely upon our counsel
and our care for every detail
•
CONTRIBUTE TO THE
IL-40B+A.41.
E

THURMAN NAMED
STATE DELEGATE
BY NEW YORK LIFE

1,

Murray .,,Insurance
Man,Will Attend
-Centennial Meet-.----

3ERVICE SINCE Mb
RONALD W. CHURCHILL, OWNER

PHONE 7--MUR-PAY,.-KY.-

MURRAY SERVICE

Eat. 1897

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING
•

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large Injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

•

WE DELIVER

Murray, Ky

South Side
Square
•
Call 383

Prescriptions A
Specialty

State Okays Highway
Work In 21 Counties

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

East Highway
II

•
DR. H. B. BAILZY, Jr.
Optometrist
at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

Wilson Opens Telex
Office In Murray

-High Quality
LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

BY

BROOKS BUS LINES
C.Tianill

FI

LIMESTONE
CONCRETE
BLOCKS

1-

MURRAY LAND ZOMPANY
W. C. HAYS
.Telephone 5474

•HEADQUARTERS FOR
Standard Parts for All Cars!

036.-ko Bk'611E's - v9VILIPIY

• Experienced Drivers

We maintain as complete a line of auto
Dodd Block and Tile
parts as possible
Company
SEE US FOR YOUR
NEEDS

PETE'S AUTO
PARTS
,--litelow Peoples Savings Bank
Telephone 783

INSURANCE AGENTS
Casualty
All watches repaired here
are tested on the

Gatlin Building

Telephone 331
Murray,

I

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE
The Old Reliable

• 138
TAXI

ATTENTION

FRAZEE, MELUGIN & HOLTON
FIRE

• Courteous Treatment

,
!?_.7
2-.7.1..M:.
7 101irt....r1Aftlirti-"

Dodge -- Plymouth
Owners

LET US FIX IT NOW!

Automobile

• Prompt Service

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CANT BE HAD

N. C. & St. I.. and State Line
Road

Phone 456

• Safe Cars

TEST YOUR 1.

HAZEL, KY.

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

R. L. Ray

Telephone 16

HALL-WHITNEL
Concrete Products

Make Reservations Early At

TAXI
SERVICE

Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller

COME IN AND LET ME

And Other Concrete Products

-SEATING CAPAtITY SOLD

Murray, Ky.

See The-

Gilbert Will Open
Laundry Service

--Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

HALE SERVICE
STATION

FCiR REAL ESTATE

Kentucky

atch

"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"

A1/75/0
,••
It tills us Immediately
what (*.wrong when you
bring your watch In. It
proves to you that it's right,
when 'You take It out.

The Ledger & Times

Don't wait! Minor bumrss and scratches grow
into big repair jobs when yon neglect them. Our
staff of experienced mechanics 'will repair your
car — externally and internally — put it in tip-top
condition for spring. --All types of repair work, including

• FRONT ENDS ALIGNED
• FRONT WHEELS BALANCED
• FRAMES and AXLES STRAIGHTENED

at
efficiency.
maximum
and
costs
minimum

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY
DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

CABLE MOTOR COMPANY

Furches Jewelry
Store

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES
•
Don't Forget Your ANTI-FREEZE
•

"Let's Lime Every Acre of Crop Lend in
Calloway•County"

FIFTH and POPLAR
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Oyl and her hubby are uff
t un . vain. They .will go to Mr.
ai and Mrs. Atrner Lassitet's of WindThis is Olive 0)Is offspring I ter., Hid- and to their -son's. Mr.
pinchhittind for her while she's and Mrs. Milton Lassitef, who re.
away.
side in Michigan.

Protemus Palaver

t.•

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
THREE PALS WITH A SINGLE THOUGHT...
Fightin' Hombres
Of The Mesa in a
Thrilling P.cijim
Drr

events

51611
11•106411A
0
4.
VIA
est I

11)

Attlfo
il
i

WILKERSON
GUI

Scre•nPlat
Oftganal
Wag
P.Ctilke-15

C•sd

Cl.tfl
010,s_IDElt

Directed

by

SUNDAY & MONDAY
r

_

roof burst into flames, supposedly
from a flying spark, but that was
We're very glad that there is a soon extinguished.
The Church of Christ Sunday
passibility of New Concord High
School remaining where it is now. School, where the family attended, gave Sunday's. contributions
If the parents doubt that their for a shower
present.
nildren have spent some profitable
We are sorry to hear of the
months in our care this time, we
would enjoy having them visit our death of the wife of our mail carroome event the last day of school. rier. Mr. Gus Lamb.
We are also sorry that Mr. Bucy
and, we'cl,..haVe a-demonstration lesson in ()Jr subjects. I think they arid Mr. F. H. Spiceland remain
would especially enjoy our dic- critically ill.
When we visit the crowded hostionary review. My fifth and sixth
graders even know a pedagogue pital we come out realizing what
ingrates we are when we grumble
from a parson.
just because we can never relax. I
The most exciting thing which
saw two Tennessee neighbors in
has happened heee this term was
the flu wards last week, Mrs. Dan
when Mr. Will Patterson's big Dill
and Mrs. Plenty Outland.
house, nearby, burned to the
We hoge the spring sunshine will
ground Friday just at the noon
chase the flu away.
hour.
Several attended church services
By the help of neighbors and at Sulphur Springs Sundhy. Young
school boys, most of things on the Get:age Gibson and his bride, and
first floor were saved, but all the Mr. Lowell Farmer were the
visitthings upstairs burned. •
ors,
The rescued. furniture of both
Leslie Pitman's birthday was
Mr. Will and Mr. arip Mrs. Taft celebrated by a family birthday
Patterson, who shared the house, dinner Sunday.
was moved to the nearby house of
Mr. Charlie Hamlin of California,
W \al Moody, and suddenly that 'who visited all his
Auaintance

New Concord News

OTINgr
3, &Kal
r a
By Ted Kesting

TIis y a...
tIsherman will
unfoftunately have a hard time to
find 'new tackle of a really good
grade. At least this is how it looks
'ow tie Jason Lufas, noted fishing
authority , Things are going to be
,afneWliat. better 'than last year. but
not considerably so.
So, .early as this is, the man
who needs new tackle should start
nunting it immediately, or he'll
find himself caught short.
The
man who requires major items—
rods, reels, fly lines, and such—
such place his order with his dealer right now. He -should watch
carefully for smaller things, such
as casting lines, plugs, flies. as they
!arrive at the dealer's.. and grab
what he needabut no hierre; let

the ether fello..
1.3a.s
a sportsman too.
Its pretty certain that really
good bamboo rods, fly and. mating. will still be very hard to get.
There should be a fair number of
good steel rods and there will be
a reasonable supply, too, of good
plugs.
Reels? There will be enough fly
reele, but few of the better-grade
ones. Automatics .will be particularly scarce The situation.for casting reels looks very dubious again.
quite a bit of junk, but good ones
hard to get. And, as yott know, it
is practically ,impossible to get
along with a junky casting reeL
Flies? It takes et Int of experience, and an Inborn knack to tie a
really good fly. If in some store.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Lassiter 'You set the product of a good tyer,
have just one back to their home grab it quickly, or you'll be mutin Indiana after attending the fu- tering naughty things first time you
neral of his grandmother, Mrs. go fishing.
One ray of hope for the troutMalinda Henly.
man: It seems that there will at
S-2 A. M. Amernathy is spend- least be
some good creels—real
ing his furlanigh with his grand- basket-type
creels—on the market.
father. J. R. Cook.
Enough to supply all who need
We are sorry to hear of the them is too much to hope for.
death of Mrs. Lucy Owen. Mrs.
It appears that double-taper an 4
Owen. formerly of this community, three-dimension fly lines, moo
died of pneumonia.
rateli plentiful last year. are goa
Virgil Lassiter sold a farm to to'be much scarcer this year. a
arlie Stiggs oT -New Bostea7The man eiha net one should it .
Mich, This doesn't mean this GAM- hunting hard, and right now. 71-ii
munity is rid of the Lassiters for it will be enough good level fly hi.,
isn't his home,
to go 'round.
Liiile Gale Parris cerebrated her
In hooks, too, the out oFc
-ik
---iipfirst birthday -last week
pears' fair. The wretched things
Mrs.. Wiliam, who lives near used during and immediately after
Edge Hill school, is organizing a the war will be absent, thank go-O-dHomemakers club April 3,
ness. But it looks as though fly
Arthur Todd and Luther Suggs hooks will not be easily obtainable
were Sunday callers of Mr. and in all the sizes one might want.
Mrs. L. C. Kemp. Mr Kemp reIt seems certain that there will
cently • bought a pig from Mr. be a large variety of very exSugga
cellent tackle out this year, but in
Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Murdock strictly limited quantities. Don't
and children and Mr. Calvin Mur- wait until opening day to do somedock were Sunday guests of Mr. thing about getting yours—or you'll
and Mrs. Will Murdock.
just be out of luck.
I . $irigrearsc ..1 witl start at Bell
City Baptist Church soon.
Spring has atiiiied in now around
Protemus. As I write I can heat
the chea-ry song .j.if the mocking•i.
"
7'
bird from the apple tree .end I 1
7
41
gueas I'd -better quit for now and
i
&
work off some uf my energy
—Sweet Pea

!
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Mrs. Allen Graduates
At End Of

1

Hello folks,
ou. How i.
been reading
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all the good
correspondent
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. am indeed s
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After All
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Is Really

•
Yes, Our Sanitone Dry Cleaning ....
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Actually Makes Clothes Look Newer!-
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back here last summer, died last
week.
The comforting thing to families
at parting is that those Who saY,
"Goodnight" to the friends het•e,
are also saying "Good morning" to
even more friends on the other
side, if the snot essential insurance
Winter Term;
haa been taken care of.
Editor Is Ex-Marine
1- 0
Mr.'Jhd Mrs. James Jennings of
week-end, with
Graham spent the week-end
Jack Anderson, senior from May- •
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
field, has been chosen editor of
Graham
Lassiter, after school. at
the College News for the remainclosed last week because of a nine der of .the 1948-47 school term.
He
inch snow.
succeeds- Mrs. Louise Allen, who
Gardens may be,a little late this graduated at the end of the
winter
time if the weather man doesn't quarter.
make up his mind.
Anderson expects fS receive the
Rainey Lovins continues to buy
bachelor of science degree in May
more tools for his increasing gamajor in English.
rage work. If doctors' implements with a
During 1939-40 he was a staff
cost according ti) mechanics' tools.
no wonder there can't be much free member of the College News and
from 1940-43 served as sports ediwork dune.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Roberts went t&
The editor _aerved with the U.S.
to Oklahoma on le buying trip WI
week. Had to promise their three Marines during the war and reyear old baseball fan a bat and' entered Murray State in the spring
ball to get him to stay with the quarter of 1946. He tiaN served as
spurts editor since his return.
grandparents.
Anderson is the sun of Mr. and
Well, enough ramblings for riuw.
Mrs. Jesse Anderson of Mayfield.
-- Chatterbox

Your
Easter
Movie

Let Our Better Kind of
Dry Cleaning Service Perk
Up Your Easter Parade!

roWat
mas'
-/
...MAA'Ini LOVE...
MAJON'oifY-PEY IN
TPE OH-OR OZARK
WAY!
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More dirt removed—Spots gone.
Colors Sparkle with new brilliance.
Expert reshaping and pressing.
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No Dry Cleaning Odor.
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RAY COLCEP
ANGELA LAttf:liArl
...mare Jima •-••••.111.
ZIONLIEN11102.1.T.-11.1

PRESTON FOSTER • VIRGINIA otnitp4 • KENNY BAKER
MARJORIE MAIN • CHILL WILLS

Sanitone Cleaning made
and patented by Emery
Industries, Inc., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Drax Treated Laundry
made and patented by
Johnson Wax Company
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SHORE

LUCILLE BREMER
LENA HORNE
ANGELA LANSBURY
TONY MARTIN
VIRGINIA O'BRIEN
utLk

Finest combination in our history, used
by craftsmen skilled in the art

BOONE CLEANERS
South Side Square
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ArvAku\cy BeAt's %HMS

Hello folks, here I am to be with aunts, Mrs. Nollie Smith and Mr.
How is everyone? I have Smith and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons
'been reading- some more good let- and Mr. Simmons.
ters in the Ledger & Times. Wish
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Thorn and
all the good old Ledger & Times' children of Paris, Tenn., were the
correspondents ..would come and week-end guests of Mrs. Thorn's
join w ii h , me. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie SimWhat about you, mons, of Murray.
Ole Maid? You
Mrs. Will T. Stock, Mr. and Mrs.
are as good look- Lucia Sowell, Helen Stock, Miss
ing as I am.
Myrtle Hester, and Henry Ford
Kentucky Bell Stock of Bumpus Mills, Tenn.,
would like to say were Sunday dinner guests at Mr.
"hello" to Miss and Mrs. Bud T. Sowell.
Adams
Hilda Rule, who
Mrs. Calvin
Mr. and
is ill at the home moved last Thursday to the HarriThey are old
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fu- son apartment.
fus Rule of Kirksey. Route 1. I friends of Kentucky Belle and famam indeed sorry to hear of your ily,
illness and wish for you a speedy "Be strong for the good and the
recovery so that you will soon reright and
turn to your Work in Murray. I It's not what yoli get, but what you
much.
miss you very
give.
,Miss Lucy Miles.of Old Hickory, It's not what you say, but how you
live,
Tenn., was the weekend guest of
her mother, Mrs. Altie Miles, of Giving the world the love it needs.
Living a life of noble deeds."
Maple sheet.
—Kentucky Belle
Mr. ,and Mrs. Clarence Wadkins
and Mrs. Gusta Long of the Backusburg community were visitors in
the home of Mr. and Mrs.. Ray
Johnson Slinday- afternoon.
Little Mary Any Thorn of Paris:
L. is-riuw-spenditre-ti few-days
with her grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Simmons, and her
aunt, Mrs. Everette Bucy of MurAll Kentucky veterans enrolled
ray. The child was taken very in educational institutions 'uni„1/1.__Suoday afternoon and was re- versities, colleees, academic high
moved to the Mason Hospital for schools or business, beauty, barber,
treatment. She seems to be some music, vocational and trade schools)
better at this writing.
under the Servicemen's ReadjustMrs. N. E. Washham, who has ment Act of 1944, should notify
been- ill at the Houston-McDevitt the Veterans Administration before
(bnic is reported some beUer at April 20. 1947, whether or not they
thhi time. .
will continue their studies during
the Clin- the summer months., it was an'
Ross Bury, who is ill at
ic-Hospital, is much improved at nounced today by Harry W. Farthis writin ,t.
mer, Regional Manager.
Thir- ---Itif -Turtner stated --the notifiettteertii strt.t. who has been very tions are necessary to determine
Ito vital. returned w h et h e r subsistence payments
ill at home Saturday i:reLis doing fine. should be continued or interrupted
Mc.. ad Mrs., G. E. Washburn and to assure prompt re-entrance
and daughter. Lucille. made a trip into training when veterans have
to Dekti;r• Satulday to visit - their enrolled - for summer courses. Re-'1
cousin, Luey Miller, who has been entrance forms must be certified by
••••
ill with flu:
the educational inaitutions when
Mrs. Wilson MeLigin • was the training is to continue during the
guest If her mothei.. Mrs. Hoisap- summer months The forms must
pie.. Monday.
-be made out in duplicate.
Mr. aed Mrs. W. B. Winchester of
The Koper notification tortps
Murray'visited Rev. and Mrs.'B. R. may'be•obtaisied from VA Training
Winchester and family at Paducah Officers assigned to educational
lase week.
institutions or from any VA office
' 10fr.,- .3nollars.- Tess Ross and ancs in the state.
,Malioda Ross of Florida were SatIn all cases the forms should be
urday night guests of Mr. arid Mrs. turned in to VA Training Officers
Earl Stom and family.
They should not be mailed to any
Mr. and Mrs.' Noah Maynard VA office.
InOved last Saturday to_ 101 North
Twelfth street.
e -Mr. and Mrs. Otis Maynard visit-ad.Mr .nri Mr,
Mr. .hlaynard's
the
weekend.
mother. Mrs. Mollie. Maynard, is
seriously ill at the home of her
Ray Johnson's wife was in Murdaughter. Mrs. Wade Oliver.
ray Saturday.
Henry Erwin's mother has -been.
Will Stoty visited-at Murray Satvery ill but 'was reported to be urday.
somewhat_ improved at this writMoat - Smith's son and nephew
ing.
were week-end visitors from St.
Yes, Kentucky Belle learned that Loui,i. Mo.
Mrs. Lewis. Miss Wilson and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Mois Smith •and
Lucille Washburn spent Monday childnm and a nephew visited in
afternoon in town and I Wonder Mayfield Saturday.
where they went. In the show. I
Mr. and Mrs Will Jones •have reguess, while Kentucky Belle, work- turned from Morrison. Ill,. where
he was in a veterans hospital for
Mr. and Mrs. George-Conner aria five weeks. Mr. Jones is feeling
daughters of Memphis. Tenn.. were pretty good at this time.
the weekend guests olli Mrs. ConMr. and Mrs. Reafus- Tabors and
ner's sister, Mrs. Leon Crider. and daughters visited Will Jones MonMr. Crider and daughter of Mur- day.
ray. Mrs. Conner and daughters
Bud Lofton is visiting his daughand Mrs. Crider and daughter wsre ter and son-in-law. Mois Smith,- this
Sunday :tft,•rr,ori r• !II. r, ,I 11)‘,Ir 'week.end.

There Is No Excuse For A
Telephone Strike And We Are
Trying Hard To Avoid One
"Negotiations with the Union have been going on since

•

Student Vets
To Nobly VA'
Of Summer Plans

1

Hickory Grove
Hippeniiis

ON

January 17. They are still proceeding pnd your Telephone Company has hopes 'that an agreement can be
reached thativill be fair to'everybody."

LARGE EXCHANGES

The Southern Bell Telephone Company believes that its employees should be well paid,
and that their wages should compare favorably
with those paid by other concerns in the community for work requiring similar skill and
equivalent training. To make sure that this
policy is carried out, we are continuously comparing our wages with other wages.
— _
In the present negotiations with the Union,
we have offered a renewal of our present liberal contract, but the Union insists upon unreasonably large wage increases.

Operator

-. .

WAGE INCREASES IN 1945 AND
1946 AMOUNTED TO APPROXIMATELY 26 MILLION DOLLARS
Telephone employees wage rates are now the
highest in history. They have been increased
75 per cent since January 1941. The largest in'creases have.been in recent years, and only last
year and in 1945, wage increases granted added
approximately 26 million dollars to the annual
pay of our esnployees.

Installer

$39
to
Per Week

$125

$190
to
Per Month

$27

$56
to
Per Week

RATES

We believe most people would agree that
these are good wages. There are, in addition to
good wages, many other advantages in working
for the Telephone Company, including pensions,
•" full cost paid by the company, sickness and
death benefits, attractive working conditions,
holidays with pay, and vacations with pay, one,
two or three weeks, depending on length of
service.

These regular wages have been an advantage
to telephone employees for many years.
Under our present contract, thousands of our
employees receive wage increasei as often as
every three months. Other thousands receive
increases every six months or every year.

The demands of tht• Union on wages and
other matters would ;ncrease the cost of providing ielephone service by about $69.000:000
a year. This comes to 70 per cent of the Company's wage payments in 1946. It is more than
six times our net income in 1946. It would make
our payroll alone abo•.e 2 million dollars more
than the total of all the money we took in last
year.

-

IN OBLIGATION TO THE
PUBLIC WELFARE

Not Usually Needed

• (These Rates do not Include Premium Pay
Mentioned Above)

This is an important point to remember in
any discussion of telephone wages.

The fellowing table shows some of the present wages paid, according to the size of the telephone exchange:

Repairman

Stenographer

These are increases in wage rates and are in
addition to millions of dollars in regularly scheduled raises given our employees.

I certainly thank all who have contributed to
my career as merchant in this locality. Not having any one of my own family to turn my business
over to, I feel that an opportunity next to my- own
•I0
family.

$28

FURTHER INCREASES IN WAGES
WOULD NECESSITATE ADDITIONAL INCREASES IN OUR

We earnestly desire to go. as far as possible
in meeting the wishes of our employees and the
Union. But their demands must be practical and
MEDIUM EXCHANGES
realistic. The earnings of the Company are
Top
Starting
such that we are now appearing before the pubRate
Rate
lie service commissions throughout the south$35
to
$25
Operator .
east asking for increases in rates to help meet
Per Week
• the cost of wage increases last year. Should
$58
to
$27
Installer - Repairman
present negotiations result in large wage inPer Week
creases, we must immediately seek additional
$180
to
$120
Stenographer
telephone rate increases to meet the increase in
Per Month
expenses. It is with this in mind that we are proceeding in our present negotiations with : the
SMALL EXCHANPES
Unions.
Top
Starting
Rate
Rate
$31
to
-$22
Operator
Per Week

1- itcrifftveelliite
'3344Tc;-1.1r• a
and Evenlit:Lay,
A
kbSunday,
•••••■11fas.•
for
preasitscsa-ialiy
ing and Night work.

These young people have had experience, are
-educated and ambitious, so I predict for them att
extensive career, with the support of a community
always ready , to support ambitious young people
in any worthy enterprise.

Top
Rate
$39
to
Per Week

•

Stenographer

A five-day, 40 hour week is the basic work
period. Non-.Supervisory employees, such as
operators, linemen, installers, and repairmen
receive overtime pay for work beyond eiltht

I sold to William and Grace Jeffrey my stock of
merchandise, retiring from continuous operation
of a retail business for 52 years, starting with a
, ;- =.1.111614 of-$116Es:::-3 mind'any
',I • r* tees!
•
sets were still less.

Starting
Rate
$27

Installer - Repairman

HERE ARE SOME TYPICAL
RATES OF PAY

ON APRIL FIRST I QUIT.

•

In terms of the average telephone bill, it am.frillf-IWtorTsarrone-01--I'wittectt-'447.2019W frirr
talittle more than 1,731,000 telephone subscrib..
ers, and it•is tgrieiephone user, after all, who
pays us -the money that we pay out in wages.
Wages that are too low.are not fair to the employee! - - who do the work. Wages that are
- who buy
too high are not fair lcs
the service.

The Telephone Cempany is asking Union
leadership to recognize the obligation of all of
us to you - - the public. We are pointing out
to the Union in our meetings that only by rendering a constantly improved service in the
most efficient manner possible can the employees, the Union, and the management continue to deserve your good-will. We must not
disregard the welfare of the public, either in
our charge for service or the quality and continuity of the service we render.
In view of the facts present here, there does
not seem to be justification for a complete revision of our working practices as requested by
the Union, nor for such large wage demands.
Consequently, we have offered the Union a
year's renewal of the present liberal contract,
but with the right to re-open the matter of
wages at a time when changes in conditions
may justify. We sincerely hope the Union will
accept this offer.
-

267L416.1-

(heir wages* and their jobs. We want to keep
youTpleased with your telephone rates and service. And, we want to keep our investors satisfied about the money they have put in the
telephone business. For it takes all three —
telephone user, worker and investor — to keep
this business going.

:1 telephone strike would be such a serious thing for

I appreciate the things said about me in these
columns, correcting the word pedestrinarian to
Predestinarian; also my birthday is June 20 instead of the 22nd.

for telephone employees, and for the Telephone

•

I have been justly criticized during the years.
but I am not able to get by without mistakes; however if I had said nothing, did nothing and tried
to be nothing, there would have been little criticism.

Company that everything possible is being done to prevent it. THERE jg NO EXCUSE FOR A -TELE-

My advise to beginners is not to fear criticism,
but to use it to advantage to thakit may not be repeated — better to have tried and failed than not
to have tried.

PHONE STRIKE.

THANKS, THANKS A MILLION!

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY, INC.

T. 0. TURNER
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Pie. White Is Radar
Student With AAF

'Ex..Ser% ice Nlen's
Nev‘s

THURSDAY, A'PRIL 3, 1947

nmrs, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
••

The Army Air Forces. ground
radar crpartrnent. haat announced
1 Km'I
.41 01 NT NI I
1 that one of Its outstanding .students
10/01 Ifl %PIM. 20
csir.„,,n io_ I- Pfc Robert G ."Sonny" White
Wt.ile en:.tted in the AAF in Feb.ru-a-y 19.1t lie...pas served at San
A graduate of
.1.: :••nto Texas
Pkivate White
i ,1. 7. 1 Hikh &hoot.
L .i. tn.> SU.n. Ili Mr. and Mrs. Gaylut..
no :,. °hi,. l White. '
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Adams Shoe Store

H. B. Bailey

Lerman Bros. Inc.

Belk-Settle Co.

Graham & Jackson

Dunn Barber Shop

National Stores Corp.

Belote-Gilbert Co.

E. S. Diiguid & Co.

Kirk A. Pool & Co.
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J. E. Littleton & Co.

Murray Fashion Shop

Corn-Austin Co.

The Mary Russell Shop

Crass Furniture Co.

Riley Furniture and Appliance Co.

Jeffrey's

Hughes Paint & Wallpaper Co.

Draper & Darwin

Dr. W. Hutson

Mrs. Dell--Finney

Dr. A. FL Titsworth
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White Way Barber Shop

Bank of Murray

Wilkinson & Dunn Barber Shop

Peoples Sayings Bank

BLUE, BIRD GRILL

Lester Nanny

Sam L. Jones

Benton Road

Dewey Ragsdale

Murray Paint & Wallpaper Compaiiii

Gladys Scott's

H. E. Jenkins, Plumbing and Heating

W. R. Furches

Joe H. Weaks

Johnson Appliance Co.

Freed Cotham, Sheet Metal
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